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Abstract 
We consider the question of the existence of an interacting continuum limit of 
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). After a mention of why this limit may not 
exist and a discussion of how to formulate QED on a spacetime lattice we review 
the recent analytic and numerical work on the strong-coupling phase of QED. 
We take the view that there definitely exists a strong-coupling fixed point in the 
space of bare parameters but that the behaviour of renormalised quantities in its 
neighbourhood is not yet understood. 
For non-compact lattice QED with staggered fermions we develop an expan-
sion in the inverse bare fermion mass that we use to calculate charge and fermion 
mass renormalisation. We evaluate the vacuum polarisation to sixth order and 
present Feynman rules that allow its evaluation to higher orders. We also calculate 
the mass of the lowest lying pseudoscalar bound state and the chiral condensate. 
These physical quantities enable us to construct renormalisation group flow for all 
values of the bare charge. The expansion is checked against lattice perturbation 
theory and leads to a systematically improvable bound on the renormalised charge 
at the new fixed point. We also discuss compact QED coupled to scalars and find 
a chiral symmetry breaking transition at a non-zero value of the scalar coupling 
by using mean field theory. After establishing that this transition has Landau 
exponents we attempt to develop corrections to mean field theory by introducing 
fluctuations. The conclusion discusses the future of the large-mass expansion and 
lists some unresolved issues in lattice QED. 
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The Last Glass Bead Game Player 
The coloured beads, his playthings, in his hand, 
He sits head bent; around him lies a land 
Laid waste by war and ravaged by disease. 
Growing on rubble, ivy hums with bees; 
A weary peace with muted psalmody 
Sound in a world of aged tranquility. 
The old man tallies up his coloured beads; 
He fits a blue one here, a white one there, 
Makes sure a large one, or a small, precedes, 
And shapes his Game ring with devoted care. 
Time was he had won greatness in the Game, 
Had mastered many tongues and many arts, 
Had known the world, traveled in foreign parts—
From pole to pole, no limits to his fame. 
Around him pupils, colleagues always pressed. 
Now he is old, worn-out; his life is lees. 
Disciples come no longer to be blessed, 
Nor masters to invite an argument. 
All, all are gone, and the temples, libraries, 
And schools of Castilia are no more. At rest 
Amid the ruins, the glass beads in his hand, 
Those hieroglyphs once so significant 
That now are only coloured bits of glass, 
He lets them roll until their force is spent 






The theory of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) has been in existence for about 
fifty years, its prediction for the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron 
makes it the most precisely tested physical theory yet devised and it is often 
the first quantum field theory that physicists learn about. With such impressive 
credentials it would seem unsuitable as the subject for original research. However 
the great irony is, that in spite of its great practical successes, it is regarded as 
fundamentally incomplete by most theoreticians. In this thesis I will look at what 
appears to be wrong with QED and examine a possible solution to this problem. 
The first quarter of this century saw two major changes in the way theoretical 
physicists attempted to describe the workings of the material world. Lorentz 
realised that Maxwell's equations, which summarised classical electrodynamics, 
were not Galilean invariant but required a more complicated set of transformation 
laws. Einstein was the first to realise the physical consequences of this idea, in 
particular that it blurred the distinction between space and time. The ideas 
of Quantum mechanics were even more radical as the results of experiments on 
atomic systems lead theorists to abandon the notion that different measurements 
on the same isolated system were always deterministically related. From the 
technical point of view one of the main innovations, which had its roots in the 
previous century, was the introduction into physical theories of quantities which 
are regarded as unmeasurable even in principle. It was inevitable that people 
would try to unite special relativity and quantum theory and this was achieved 
by Dirac in his famous equation for spin-i relativistic particles. In the presence 
of an external field this equation allows the creation of particle-antiparticle pairs 
and therefore the notion of a conserved number of particles has to be given up. 
This leads to the reinterpretation of the single particle equation as a theory of 
quantised fields—QED. 
Unlike the simplest problems in quantum mechanics QED cannot be solved 
exactly because it intrinsically contains an infinite number of degrees of freedom. 
The usual way to calculate quantities in QED is by charge perturbation theory, 
1 
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a power series expansion in the fine structure constant, a 	th which is a 
dimensionless measure of the charge carried by an electron. Such calculations lead 
to ultraviolet divergent integrals which must be regulated, by the introduction of 
a high momentum cut-off, to make them finite. The process of renormalisation 
involves a reparametrisation of the theory in such a way that physical observables 
do not depend on the regulator which may then be removed. One can then make 
astonishingly accurate predictions for quantities such as the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the electron and the Lamb shift. The technology for doing such 
calculations was mainly developed by Dyson, Feynman, Schwinger, Tomonaga 
and Wick. 
The idea of renormalistion, somehow getting a finite answer from infinite quan-
tities, seems very ad hoc at first sight. It was first put on a sounder footing by 
Ward who showed that, to arbitrarily high orders in perturbation theory, QED 
could be made finite by making a finite number of reparametrisations. The next 
section will explain charge renormalisation in more detail, for the moment let us 
recall that even classical electrodynamics contains infinities. The easiest of these 
to see is that the electrostatic self-energy of an electron varies as 1 while, if the 
electron is a fundamental particle r = 0, so the self-energy is infinite. When a 
theory is renormalised one is forced to introduce a dimensionful scale, the renor-
malisation point, at which the renormalised parameters are defined. One of the 
consequences of the fact that QED is renormalisable is that if instead of taking 
the cut-off to infinity we just make it larger than the renormalisation point, then 
physical predictions are insensitive to the exact size of the cut-off (in fact they 
depend on it logarithmically). We now believe that the infinities encountered 
in the unregulated, or bare, theory are due to the fact that we are ignorant of 
the high-energy dynamics. The renormalisation procedure absorbs this ignorance 
into the definition of the renormalised parameters. The physical content of this 
is that dynamics at different momentum scales are not strongly dependent on 
one another. The early work of Gell-Mann and Low together with the ideas of 
Fisher, Kadanoff and Wilson has lead to the philosophy of the renormalisation 
group(RG). 
An RG transformation is one which relates different renormalisation points or 
schemes, a physical theory must be independent of such transformations. This 
leads to the connection with the theory of critical phenomena; a statistical me- 
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chanical system is at a critical point when there are fluctuations on all length 
scales. Wilson linked this to the idea of a theory being independent under changes 
of the renormálisation point. A further innovation in the modern picture is the 
idea of RG flow, one considers what happens in the regulated theory as the cut-off 
is continuously varied. With a renormalisable theory such variations of the cut-off 
can be compensated by changes in the bare parameters as the renormalised pa-
rameters are held fixed. As we shall see the problem with QED is that although 
it is perturbatively renormalisable, and so only logarithmically dependent on the 
cut-off; perturbation theory also indicates that the theory breaks down at finite 
values of the cut-off unless one accepts a zero renormalised charge which means 
a non-interacting theory. 
1.2 Continuum QED 
.1.2.1 Perturbative Charge Renormalisation 
At first sight it appears that the charge renormalisation in QED is determined 
by the corrections to the photon and fermion propagators, as well as those to 
the vertex itself. However the Ward identity between the vertex and the fermion 
propagator makes the latter two contributions cancel exactly, order by order in 
perturbation theory, so that to study charge renormalisation we need only look 
at the corrections to the photon propagator. The Feynman diagram (fig.1.1) 
gives the lowest order perturbative correction to it and also provides a physical 
Figure 1.1: Lowest order vacuum polarisation in continuum perturbation theory. 
picture where bare photons couple to the virtual electron-positron pairs that are 
present in the vacuum. We expect these pairs to behave like the microscopic 
dipoles in a dielectric medium and screen the bare charge by lining up along the 
electric field lines that radiate from it, hence causing the renormalised charge to 
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be less than the bare charge; this effect explains the moniker given to corrections 
to the photon propagator—vacuum polarisation. This intuitive picture is borne 
out by evaluating the contribution represented by this diagram explicitly [58]: 
the renormalised charge really is less than the bare charge. The quantitative 
behaviour of such calculations can be investigated through the 8-function [7, 15, 
60] which describes how the renormalised charge varies with the renormalisation 
scale. It is given by 
=/3ie(p)+/32e(p)+...,  
L9 In it 
where CR(/L)  is the charge renormalised at some variable momentum scale p. (We 
can then identify eR(0) as the charge measured in some low-energy experiment 
and eR(oo) as the bare charge). The fact that 3 = is positive verifies that 
the charge is indeed screened if the bare charge is small so that the intuitive 
picture is correct in the weak coupling regime. 
To investigate the high energy behaviour of the theory we can solve eq. (1.1) 
for the dependence of the renormaJised charge on the renormalisation scale to get 
e(p) 
- 	e( Lo) 
- !ILA21 In 6ir2 	JAO  
where yo is the fixed scale at which we have measured the charge and p is the 
running scale, at which we are trying to predict the behaviour of QED. It is 





PLandau = poexp 
((0)) 	
(1.3) 
This phenomenon is called the Landau pole [43] and seems to imply that QED 
breaks down at sufficiently high momenta. For QED with one species of electron 
PLandau 10280MeV, an energy which is much larger than the estimated mass 
of the universe. However the fermion circulating in the loop of fig.1.1 can be 
any one of the known charged particles and we must therefore sum over all of 
them. The effect of including more particles is to increase the effective charge 
and therefore decrease the argument of the exponential in (1.3), which lowers the 
Landau scale. The particle content of the three generation standard model gives 
PLandau = 1035 MeV while four generations lowers it to 10 26 MeV. The Planck 
scale, where quantum gravity effects become important, is 1025 MeV so although 
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well beyond the range of present day experiments the Landau pole might be more 
than merely a theoretical problem. 
An immediate objection to this analysis is that it relies on perturbation theory, 
which assumes small charge, to derive an equation for the variation of the charge 
with the renormalisation scale which is then extrapolated to a regime where the 
charge certainly is not small. However a more careful analysis shows that QED 
must become non-perturbative at some scale. 
1.2.2 Non-perturbative Landau pole 
Following [27] consider taking the exact 3-function as defined in (1.1) and in-
tegrating it from the point eR = e(/L o), where e(z 0 ) is non-zero but sufficiently 
small so that perturbation theory is valid and 3(e(to )) > 0, to the point e(A). 
Then taking A - oo gives If e(A) deR 	A )
lim 	=1og— 	 (1.4) 
A—woo 	 (io ) 13(CR ) /oJ 
The right hand side is clearly divergent in this limit so the integral on the left 
hand side must also diverge in some way: 
1. 3(e) = 0 for some e 5 in the range e(po) < e < e(oo). If this is the case 
then the fact that 8(e) is positive for small e implies that ? is a fixed point 
(fig.1.2). This is because 3 is positive (negative) for e smaller (greater) 
than e5 and thus charges in the neighbourhood of e are driven into e5 as 
the cut-off is removed. In the language of the renormalisation group e5 is 
an ultraviolet fixed point. 
/3(e) 
Figure 1.2: 3-function for non-trivial strong coupling fixed point. 
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e(A) = oo, for A finite which is a genuine Landau pole albeit at a value not 
necessarily equal to that given by lowest order perturbation theory eq.(1.3). 
e(oo) = oo which gives a divergent charge at high momentum scales so that 
perturbation theory would no longer be valid. 
To decide which of these possibilities is true requires a non-perturbative investi-
gation. 
1.2.3 Consequences of the Landau pole and triviality 
We are now in the position where our approximate solution of QED has predicted 
its own demise. To be more precise perturbation theory. has predicted that it 
cannot be valid at high momentum scales and that perhaps the full theory is badly 
behaved at these scales. In order to examine the consequences of the Landau pole 
more fully we can look at the solution of the perturbative /3-function, (1.1), more 
carefully. We now solve the /3-function for the running scale it which we take to 
be A/mR to get the "triviality bound" [49], 
A1 	/3 ln—= 	+ 
MR 	I3leR 
ln(/31eR)+O(1) 	 (1.5) 
For the moment we ignore the 0(1) term and assume that the perturbative be-
haviour of the 3-function persists at high energy, so the only way to hold the 
renormalised charge finite while the cut off is removed to infinity is to make the 
renormalised charge zero which gives us a free theory; this possibility is known 
as triviality. If the theory is trivial the only way to keep the renormalised charge 
non-zero and make it equal to its experimental value is to keep the cut-off finite 
at some value A. In this case QED is regarded as the effective low energy approx-
imation to some other theory which only reveals its true nature at scales of order 
A. This is not a practical problem as the Renormalisation Group tells us that 
for a renormalisable theory, such as QED, experiments which are performed at 
energies much less than the cut-off will be insensitive to the value of the cut-off. 
The effects of high energy processes are absorbed in the low-energy renormalised 
parameters. Also we already know that there are interactions other than QED 
in nature and it has long been the hope of physicists to unify them, which would 
not be natural if QED was valid at arbitrarily high energies. However although 
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we do not require QED to be non-trivial it is clearly interesting to study whether 
it can exist in isolation or not. 
If we substitute experimental values for MR  and eR in (1.5) then we appear 
to have a prediction for the highest scale to which the cut-off can be taken. 
However the above equation is not quite complete as a prediction. So far we 
have ignored the 0(1) term, which hides our uncertainty about the higher order 
terms in the pert urbative /3-function. (NB 0(1) is shorthand for 0(e°), it does 
not imply anything about the actual size of the term, only that we certainly 
cannot evaluate it perturbatively.) However a non-perturbative calculation can 
in principle estimate its size and we do then have an estimate for the scale at 
which we can expect to see new physics. If QED is trivial then the triviality 
bound tell us up to what energy we can trust it alone. If QED is non-trivial 
then this is the scale where it should show non-perturbative behaviour. Such an 
analysis has been carried out for 04 theory [49] and provides an upper bound 
on either the Higgs mass or the onset of new physics. In section 1.4 we review 
some recent work which at first appeared to indicate that QED has a non-trivial 
continuum limit. Before doing this, however, we will have a look at how a gauge 
theory, such as QED, may be studied on a spacetime lattice. 
1.3 Lattice Gauge Theory 
In this section we discuss the lattice formulation of quantum field theory. We start 
with a general introduction, using a scalar field theory for illustrative purposes, 
before moving on to some of the technicalities involved in discretising theories 
which include fermions and gauge fields. 
1.3.1 Lattice Field Theory 
The path integral formulation of quantum field theory is well known and in the 
last twenty years has largely superseded canonical quantisation. Dirac was the 
first to realise that the marriage of quantum mechanics and special relativity is 
unnecessarily complicated by the fact that canonical quantisation is based on 
Hamiltonian classical mechanics, which treats space and time differently. He 
therefore advanced a Lagrangian formulation [13] which was then developed by 
Feynman [14]. In the modern version of this approach the partition function for 
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a general scalar theory in Euclidean space is 
Z[J] = 	f D0exp[—h -'JS[0] IJddx J(x ) c6( x )}J (1.6) 
S[4] = 	f d dXC[O(X)] (1.7) 
where S[4} is the action, defined as the integral of the Lagrangian L. The par-
tition function is the fundamental object of the theory and physical observables 
(elements of the S-matrix) may be constructed from it by evaluating functional 
derivatives with respect to the sources and combining them appropriately. Tak-
ing the classical limit it - 0 we see that the partition function is dominated by 
configurations of least action, i.e. we recover the Euler-Lagrange equations. As 
well as the correspondence between quantum mechanics and classical mechanics 
being transparent in this formalism, many results that were originally obtained 
by canonical quantisation are now much easier to prove. However we are not 
interested in the continuum formalism here and proceed directly to the lattice 
formulation of quantum field theory, which follows by discretising Z[J]. There 
are several reasons for doing this: 
• In the partition function the measure VqS has not yet been defined. It can 
only be defined by a limiting process 
N—i 
/ DçbF[q] = Jim .V 1 	f dq5(x)F[ç6], 	 (1.8) N—'oo 	J • i=i 
where ii is a normalisation factor chosen so Z[O] = 1. This limit is not 
rigorously defined for interacting theories so it is safer to only use the path 
integral for discrete spacetime. 
• The fields q5 which appear in the action are c-number fields, not quantum 
mechanical operators. So we have transformed a relativistic quantum sys-
tem into a statistical mechanical system with it, set equal to unity from 
now on, playing the role of temperature. We can now use the techniques of 
statistical mechanics such as high and low temperature expansions, hopping 
parameter expansions, mean-field theory, monte-carlo simulations and the 
renormalisation group to solve the theory. 
• Continuum field theory needs the introduction of a regulator to make cal-
culated quantities finite. On a lattice the regulator is there to start with, 
being provided by the lattice spacing. 
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• Despite there being as yet no satisfactory formulation of quantum gravity, 
there are arguments that such a theory would make spacetime discontinuous 
on the Planck scale. Although such discontinuities would have a much more 
complicated topology than the regular lattices commonly used in lattice 
gauge theories one could argue heuristically that discrete spacetime is more 
natural than the continuum. 
For simplicity the lattice that we will use is a d-dimensional hypercubic Eu-
clidean lattice i.e. x E Zd. The integral in the definition of the action will be re-
placed by a sum over lattice sites and any derivatives occurring in the Lagrangian 
will be replaced by local finite differences. For a scalar field this is straightforward, 
the complications involved in the application of this discretisation to fermion and 
gauge fields theories are discussed later in this section. Before doing that we dis-
cuss how physical quantities will be measured and how the renormalisation group 
is implemented on the lattice. 
1.3.2 RG and the Continuum Limit on the Lattice. 
Having argued that one should put quantum field theories on a lattice I will now 
argue that one must demonstrate that the lattice is not really there! The reasons 
for putting a quantum field theory on a lattice are practical, to help solve it. 
As yet there is no experimental evidence for the granularity of spacetime, so to 
get useful predictions our lattice must be fine-grained enough so that it does not 
interfere with the physics. The obvious thing to do is to take the lattice spacing 
a to zero after doing the calculation; the formal continuum limit However if one 
attempts to do this it turns out to be a rather laborious way of getting results 
that could be arrived at much more easily by working in the continuum. We need 
a more subtle quantitative measure of the fact that the physics is not seeing the 
lattice. The answer is provided by looking at the physics itself and measuring the 
correlation length, , defined by the exponential fall off of a correlation function 
at large distances 
((x)(0)) 	exp[}, x - oo 	 (1.9) 
If diverges then the physics described by this correlation function will be insen-
sitive to the lattice spacing. The divergence of a correlation length is indicative 
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of a second order phase transition and allows one to use Wilson's renormaiisation 
group[62] to describe the approach to criticality. The strategy is now clear, in a 
lattice study we must construct a phase diagram for the theory in the space of 
all relevant parameters, and search for second order phase transitions; it is only 
at these points where we can hope to find continuum physics. Having found such 
critical points we must then study the behaviour of the theory in their neighbour-
hoods to determine the nature of the continuum limit, and if it is interacting to 
measure physical quantities: particle masses, lifetimes, scattering amplitudes etc. 
Such a study will use a combination of numerical and analytic techniques. 
We will see later (section 2.1.3) that a correlation function of the above form, 
eq. (1.9), describes a particle with renormalised mass MR = '. This is just a 
manifestation of wave-particle duality: in a field theory long range excitations 
may be associated with light particles. So far we have not mentioned what units 
we are measuring quantities in. In fact we are using lattice units, all quantities 
on the lattice must be measured relative to the lattice spacing and are therefore 
dimensionless. In order to compare to experiment we must either measure dimen-
sionless ratios of quantities that are dimensionful in the continuum, e.g. masses, 
or dimensionless quantities such as coupling constants. Far from ever setting 
a = 0 a lattice simulation must measure a by comparison with physical values. 
From now on we usually set a = 1, for convenience, and approach the continuum 
limit by taking a renormalised mass to zero. 
1.3.3 Scalar Fields on the Lattice 
As we have already mentioned scalar fields are relatively easy to put on the lattice. 
One simply takes the continuum action for a complex scalar field and replaces 
integrals by discrete sums etc. . . to get 
S(m,g) = 	E[(x + ft) - (]2 + m22(x) + 
9 01(X)J 
	(1.10) 
For caiculational convenience this action is generally reparametrised in the fol-
lowing, completely equivalent, way 
S',/3h) = >{_f3>[çbt(x)q(x + ft) + (x)(x - j2)] + 2(x) 
0 	 1A 
+ A[I0(x)(2 - 1]2}. 	 (1.11) 
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Consider the final term in this action, if we take the limit \ - 00 then only 
configurations where 10(x)I 2  = 1 will contribute to the path integral. The modulus 
of the scalar fields is fixed to unity and only the phase can now vary, also the 
second term in the action becomes a constant and can be absorbed into the 
normalisation. If we use a lattice covariant derivative (see below) to couple to 
gauge fields we arrive at the radially fixed gauge-Higgs action, used in chapter 3 
d SH 
= —/3h>J >J[ç/.it(x)U(x,tL)4(x + ) + h.c.]. 	(1.12) 
X 
1.3.4 Naive Fermions 
In d-dimensional Euclidean space the Dirac action for free fermions is, 
SDirac = f ddx 	- m)J.'(x)] 	 (1.13) 
b and are anti-commuting Grassmann variables with 24 spinor indices, which 
are suppressed. The Euclidean Dirac matrices obey the anticommutation rule 
= —28 11 . 	 ( 1.14) 
They operate in the 24-dimensional spinor space. Now we construct the so-called 
naive lattice fermion action by replacing the derivative in the Dirac action (1.13) 
with a central difference, 
Snaive = >[(x ) E 'y (1'(x  + ft) - &(x - p2)) + m(x)(x)]. 	(1.15) 
To study the properties of this action we will compute the propagator. First we 
introduce lattice Fourier transforms, 
	
= fq ei1b(q) 	 (1.16) 
VW = fp eipxv;(P) 	 (1.17) 
We use f, as a convenient shorthand for f, j, p is a continuous variable because 
we work on a lattice of infinite volume. Fourier transforming the naive action we 
get 
5naive = f V (p)M -'(p,q),O(q) 	 (1.18) 
M(p,q) = [isinp+m]8(p+q)  
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The operator M, as defined above, is easily shown to be the inverse fermion 
propagator and its zeros will therefore be coincident with the poles of the prop-
agator. The locations of these poles then give the mass spectrum defined by the 
theory. In the continuum Emit, ,m - 0 of (1.19) zeros occur when 
sin p=0Vt = p=Oorir, mod 27r. 	 (1.20) 
So the propagator has poles whenever the components of the momentum are 
equal to either 0 or 7r which gives rise to 2' fermions instead of the expected 
single one [29]; this is the infamous fermion doubling problem, in fact we have 16 
species in 4 dimensions. Looking back we can trace the problem to the presence 
of the linear derivative in the Dirac action (1.13), which is required for relativistic 
spin-i particles, giving rise to a sinp in the inverse propagator. This gives a hint 
that it may not be possible to discretise Dirac fermions without doubling. 
This intuition is borne out by the Nielsen and Ninomiya no-go theorem[26, 53], 
an outline of which follows. Consider a discrete fermionic system on a regular 
lattice, with a local, hermitian, translationally invariant action which is bilinear 
in the fermions. Then there are equal numbers of states of positive and negative 
chirality. There have been various ingenious attempts to break the assumptions 
of the no-go theorem in order control the number of fermions. The first was 
formulated by Wilson [61] and consists of giving masses, which diverge in the 
continuum limit, to the 15 unwanted fermions so that the doublers decouple. 
This method succeeds by breaking chiral symmetry and is not ideally suited to 
the theories considered in this thesis because chiral symmetry plays a major role 
and it would complicate matters to break it explicitly. Instead we concentrate on 
staggered fermions which, although only partially resolving the doubling problem, 
do have the advantage of retaining an explicit continuous chiral symmetry. 
1.3.5 Staggered Fermions 
This method was originally introduced in the Hamiltonian, or continuous time, 
formulation by Kogut and Susskind[34]. It was later extended to the Lagrangian 
formalism where their workings were clarified by the Amsterdam[18] and Sac-
lay[31] groups. The basic idea is quite simple, in the naive action we start off 
with one Dirac fermion and end up with 2 "  of them. Now Dirac fermions consist of 
22 spinor components so if we started with one component spinors and discretised 
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them we would then have enough components to reconstruct 22
d 
 Dirac spinors out 
of the doublers. We now show how this is accomplished in practice. 
Recall the naive action (1.15) and consider the following change of variables 
	
L(x) = 	 (1.21) 
(x) = 	 (1.22) 
which has the following effect 
A(x)A(x+ii) = 	 (1.23) 
If we now choose 
A(x) = 7r 1 . . . 
	 (1.24) 
then the y matrices in the new basis, i.e. the )'s, become diagonal with diagonal 
element 
= (_1)01+_1. 	 (1.25) 
Since the action is diagonal in spinor space we now have 22 copies of the same 
action so we can discard all but one of them to get the one-flavour free staggered 
fermion action 
S = 	Ia(x)(x)[x(x + j) - x(x - ft)] + > m(x)(x) 	(1.26) 2 0,14 
It can be shown that this action has 22 species of Dirac fermions in the continuum 
limit as expected. 
We have obviously gained something by losing some of the doublers, the cyn-
ical reader might ask what has been lost. The answer is not very much. We need 
not have violated any of the assumptions of the no-go theorem since it requires us 
to have only one chiral pair of fermions, not one pair in each dimension. However 
a careful look at the above action reveals that it is only invariant under transla-
tions of even numbers of lattice spacings. This leads to the result that in order 
to construct continuum Dirac spinors one must take a linear combination of the 
staggered fermions on unit hypercubes, i.e. to construct physical fermions in the 
continuum limit one must carry out a blocking transformation. Such complica-
tions need not worry us, however, because we never need to construct continuum 
fermions. 
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For naive fermions it is easy to see the number of doublers by transforming the 
action into momentum space (1.19) and looking at the propagator. The analogous 
step for staggered fermions gives the following inverse propagator 
M(p,q) = isinpS(p+q+ir)+mS(p+q) 	(1.27) 




0 otherwise  
This propagator only conserves momentum modulo ir, corresponding to the re-
duced translational invariance mentioned above, and its spectrum is not obvious. 
By doing the blocking transformation it can be shown that the pole structure is 
correct [11, 12, 18]. 
The other symmetries of this action have been classified elsewhere[18], the 
main one of interest to us is the chiral symmetry which is 
x(x) - e'X(x) 	 (1.29) 
(x) 	 (1.30) 
e(x) 	 (1.31) 
So the chiral transformation is a U(1) transformation which has different sign on 
odd and even sites. This is less mysterious when we recall the generator of chiral 
'transformations in the chiral representation 
I I 0 
-y5=0 _ (1.32) 
and the fact that Dirac spinors are reconstructed with the above-mentioned block-
ing transformation. 
1.3.6 Gauge Fields 
The discretisation of the gauge field action is not plagued with anything as off-
putting as the fermion doubling problem. In fact for non-abelian theories, like 
Q CD, the lattice gauge action is arguably more elegant than the continuum form. 
As we shall see that is certainly not the case for QED and it is indeed possible 
that the currently favoured form is not the best choice. For the moment we look 
at the gauge field action which was initially used for all types of gauge groups 
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and is still the only serious contender for non-abelian theories. To motivate this 
choice of action recall how a gauge field effects a fermion that moves from x to y: 
the fermion wavefunction picks up a phase given by 
= P[e_if'd],b(z) 	 (1.33) 
= Uçb(x) 	 (1.34) 
where P denotes the fact that the exponential is path ordered[51, 56]. So the 
effect of a gauge field is to rotate the fermion in the space of that particular 
group. This representation of the gauge fermion action leads us to two important 
insights when it comes to putting the gauge fields on the lattice. Since a fermion 
sees a gauge field along a path it makes sense to put the gauge fields on the links 
of the lattice. Also because U is a member of the gauge group the lattice gauge 
fields can also be elements of the group itself, rather than the group algebra as 
in the continuum. Now if the fermion fields, living on sites, behave in the same 
way as in the continuum under a gauge transformation i.e. 
- (g,b(x))' 	 (1.35) 
T(X) 
- ((x)g)a (1.36) 
and the gauge fermion interaction is (x)U(x,&(x + t), where U(x,) is the 
gauge field on the link (x, it), then this interaction is invariant if the gauge fields 
transform as 
U(x,p) -+ g(x)U(x,p)g(x + ii). 	 (1.37) 
The important point is that because the gauge fields now take values in the group 
they transform in a simple manner under gauge transformations. 
We can now construct the gauge field action. Because of their transformation 
property any product of gauge fields belonging to a closed loop will be gauge 
invariant. The simplest closed loop is the plaquette, the boundary of an elementary 
square on the lattice, giving the Wilson action[61], 
Sw = 3ReTrU0 	 (1.38) 
U0 = U(x,jz)U(z + ji,v)U(x + £, z )Ut(x , u), 	(1.39) 
which is constructed by making a real number from such objects and then sum-
ming over all plaquettes on the lattice. The properties of this action have been 
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widely studied and are not particularly relevant here. It seems to be the correct 
action for QCD (i.e. it is believed to be in the same universality class as the con-
tinuum QCD action). However it does not have particularly desirable properties 
for QED. As well as confining at strong coupling it exhibits a first order phase 
transition both with[36] and without[10] fermions. First order phase transitions 
are not associated with infinite correlation lengths and so one cannot take a con-
tinuum limit at one. If QED really is trivial and must therefore be considered 
as an effective theory at the Gaussian fixed point then this is not a problem 
but since we are searching for a new fixed point we may do better by looking 
at other lattice actions. The fact that a theory with such an action does show 
confinement may be taken as an indication that the Wilson action is best suited 
to non-Abelian theories. Moreover one of the original motivations for introducing 
such an action, apart from its elegance, is that the continuum action FF cannot 
be naively discretised in a gauge invariant way for non-abelian theories. But for 
QED, which is abeian, we may use such an action 
= 	E 	L9(x)j 2 	 (1.40) 
X 14,i'>4 
= 	 9(x)A ;'(x,y)9 1,(y) 	 (1.41) 
X,l $4,'>I4 
with the forward lattice derivative defined as 
	
1 
 If&,f(x) = 	+ fi) - f(x)J 	 (1.42) 
and where we now use 9(x,) to represent the gauge field. In QED the gauge 
group is U(1) and, because in the Wilson action the gauge fields U belong to 
this compact group, the Wilson formulation of QED is called compact. In the 
formulation defined in (1.40) the gauge fields 9 take values on the real line, as in 
the continuum, and this formulation is called non-compact. With the exception of 
chapter 3 on we concentrate on the non-compact formulation. Having discussed 
how to formulate lattice actions for fermions and gauge fields we now introduce 
interactions between them. 
1.3.7 Gauge-Fermion Couplings 
The gauge principle, namely taking a global symmetry and making it local, is 
undoubtedly one of the most elegant ideas in modern physics. In quantum me- 
chanics it links the arbitrariness of the phase of the wavefunction with the fact 
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that the electromagnetic vector potential is only defined to within the gradient 
of an unmeasurable field. This linkage allows one to introduce interactions with 
electromagnetism into Schrodinger's equation in a natural way via the covariant 
derivative. The same method works in the relativistic theory for the Dirac equa-
tion and in its second quantised form QED. The task at hand is to extend these 
ideas to a lattice theory. 
In fact the path ordered exponential (1.33) tell us how to couple gauge fields 
to fermions and we have already assumed the form of the coupling in the above 
discussion. We simply discretise the path ordered exponential by sandwiching 
the connection U between fermion fields on the opposite ends of a link giving, for 
staggered fermions at m = 0 
= >ja(x)(x)[U(x,p)x(x+fi) - Ut(x,,u)x(x _)]. 	(1.43) 
If we use the Wilson action (1.38) then the U's are of course the gauge fields 
themselves. In the case of a non-compact action (1.40) then U(x,jz) = e"-(0)  
so that U is still a compact variable and these couplings are then referred to as 
compact. This action is then written as 
SF = >(x)[D(O;x,y) +mS,J(y) 	 (1.44) 
ON 
D(9;x,y) = 	 - 	 ( 1.45) 
2 JA 
In the previous section we argued that a compact action was not suitable for 
Abelian gauge fields. It would then be natural to extend this reasoning to the 
couplings and make them non-compact too. However a naive discretisation of the 
continuum covariant derivative does not give a gauge invariant action so that in 
common with most workers in this field we choose to use compact couplings to 
non-compact variables for want of anything better. 
Hands et al [19] have recently tried to address this problem. They argue 
that the compact nature of the coupling causes the fermions to be sensitive to 
monopole configurations of the gauge fields. It is these monopoles which drive 
the confinement transition in pure compact U(1) lattice gauge theory. At the 
same time the monopoles are only present in the non-compact theory as a lattice 
artefact, their action diverges in the continuum limit. Hence the XSd transition 
may be driven by lattice artefacts and the above action (1.43) may be in a different 
I 	
flMfkI-j &Y.a.5 
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universality class to continuum QED. Their solution to this problem consists in 
dividing the gauge field into a transverse physical part and a longitudinal non-
physical part. The transverse part of the field is coupled to the fermions in a 
linear manner but is invariant under gauge transformations and the longitudinal 
part is coupled in a compact manner and does undergo gauge transformations. 
They were disappointed to find that, in the quenched approximation, this action 
seems to give the same sort of XSB transition as the one with compact couplings. 
I think that this may be because they do not fully separate out the transverse and 
longitudinal degrees of freedom. They define the transverse projection operator 
in momentum space as 
sin 	sin 'Pk= ci(_)/2 
( 	>a ) (
1 - Sk,o) 	 (1.46) j4V 
As we shall see later in section (2.5) when considering the large-mass expansion 
of the vacuum polarisation this form does not uniquely specify a transverse field 
on the lattice so that they only partially linearise the coupling with respect to the 
physical degrees of freedom. Some of the physical, transverse gauge configura-
tions are still coupled compactly to the fermions which means that the problems 
of the compact formulation are not totally avoided. However the implementa-
tion of a more complicated form of 1  is unlikely to be practical for numerical 
simulations [41]. 
1.4 Evidence for a Strong Coupling Fixed Point 
We now review some recent work that shows that QED does have a strong cou-
pling fixed point in the space of bare parameters. We also consider the nature 
of the continuum limit at this point (the renormalised charge could still be zero, 
and the theory trivial, even though the bare charge is large). 
1.4.1 The Schwinger-Dyson equation 
The Schwinger-Dyson equations are the equations of motion for a quantum field 
theory, they take the form of an infinite set of coupled equations which relate the 
various Green functions of the theory. Their derivation is straightforward via the 
path integral[27, 57]. Their content is essentially combinatoric, being determined 
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by the interactions present in the theory, and when represented diagrammati- 
cally they are almost obvious. For QED the Schwinger-Dyson equation (fig.1.3) 
for the fermion self energy has been studied extensively. In its full form this 
Figure 1.3: Schwinger-Dyson equation for fermion self-energy. "Blobs" indicate full prop-
agators and the one-particle-irreducible vertex. 
equation is too complicated to solve so it is often studied in the quenched-planar 
approximation. The quenched approximation involves ignoring fermion loops, an 
approximation that is also sometimes made in lattice gauge theories. The planar, 
ladder or rainbow approximation amounts to replacing the full vertex by the bare 
vertex, all of these names being determined by the diagrams which it generates. 
Various authors have studied the solutions to this equation but the present in-
terpretation is due to Miransky[52]. The solutions for the fermion self energy are 
different depending on which side of a critical value, a = , one takes the fine 
structure constant a to be. Below this value chiral symmetry is unbroken, above 
chiral symmetry is broken. However in order to keep the dynamically generated 
mass finite above a as the cut-off is removed one is forced to renormalise the 
charge, even though in the absence of vacuum polarisation the Ward identity, 
as proved in perturbation theory, leads one to expect no charge renormalisation. 
This gives the following scaling relation 
a 	ir2 
urn - = 1 + 2(A) - 1 	 (1.47) A-.O 	 in 
where r. is an infrared scale. The important point is that as A is removed the bare 
charge is forced to a non-zero value a, i.e. we have a candidate for an ultraviolet 
stable fixed point if, following Miransky, we -interpret this as charge renormalisa-
tion. Another interesting point is that in the critical regime 4-fermion operators 
become renormalisable. Conventional wisdom, based on perturbation theory, says 
that such operators are non-renormalisable because their high mass dimension, 
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6, means that higher order feynman graphs including them become successively 
more divergent. However in this critical regime d()2 = 4 + 2,/1 - a/at so 
that the dimension of the 4-fermion operator approaches 4 and can mix with the 
usual interaction of QED, VAlb, which also is dimension 4. On introducing the 
4-fermion interaction into the Schwinger-Dyson equation[48] this behaviour was 
found to persist. 
Figure 1.4: Schwinger-Dyson equation for the photon propagator. 
= 	--o-o--' - 
This non-perturbative solution to QED is very exciting but it is not clear if it 
is an artefact of the approximations used. Recently some authors have tried to go 
beyond the quenched-planar approximation to see if the non-trivial solution per-
sists. Rakow[55] has numerically solved the coupled Schwinger-Dyson equations 
for both the self-energy and vacuum polarisation (fig 1.4), but keeping the bare 
vertex approximation, both with and without a 4-fermi interaction. He confirms 
the existence of a xSB phase transition but finds the renormalised charge to be 
zero there, i.e. in terms of renormalised charge the ultraviolet fixed point has the 
same behaviour as the Gaussian fixed point, the theory is trivial. One can crit-
icise the Miransky calculation for ignoring vacuum polarisation which is known, 
perturbatively, to be the sole cause of charge renormalisation. However the proof 
of this result relies on the fact that vertex and electron propagator corrections 
cancel due to the Ward identity. Rakow's calculation includes the latter but ne-
glects the former so it too is incomplete. Brown and Dorey [6] have carried out a 
similar investigation using the Mandelstam ansatz for the vertex, which respects 
the Ward Identity, and find RG flows in agreement with those of Rakow. Another 
line of approach is to simulate the theory on the lattice. 
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1.4.2 Lattice QED 
There have been numerous simulations of non-compact lattice QED in the past 
6 years both with quenched[l, 38] and with dynamical[37, 391 fermions and even 
one including a 4-fermion interaction[4]. Rather than give a full review I will 
describe the present state of the art for the non-compact theory. All the groups 
agree that non-compact QED, with either quenched or dynamical fermions, has a 
xSB transition at a non-zero value of the charge. There is still some disagreement 
on the nature of this transition 
The DESY group[16, 17] have concentrated on simulating the theory with 
dynamical fermions. They have fitted their data to mean field theory and found 
good agreement. As explained in section 3.5.3 agreement with mean field theory 
alone is not sufficient to establish triviality. They have measured the renormalised 
charge and hence the /3-function at the fixed point and found them to indicate 
triviality. Comparing two types of renormalised trajectories, lines of constant eR 
and constant mass ratio MR/imps, they find that these lines are not consistent in 
the broken phase. They take this as an indication that the theory is not renor-
malisable at the strong-coupling fixed point , i.e. there are no lines of constant 
physics as the cut-off is removed. The lowest eR that they quote, 3.6, is still much 
larger than any experimental value however. Their RG flows agree with Rakow's 
Schwinger-Dyson work. 
The recent numerical work [33] of the Illinois group has concentrated on the 
quenched theory, and so might not seem particularly relevant to studying full 
QED. However they take the stand that we do not fully understand the role played 
by lattice artefacts in studying the scaling behaviour around a non-perturbative 
fixed point. For example we have already mentioned that 4-fermi interactions 
may be relevant at the new fixed point, furthermore it is easy to show (see 3.2.2) 
that at infinite coupling lattice QED is described by an effective 4-fermi theory. 
One might then suppose that simulations of lattice QED always include some 
induced 4-fermi interaction as a lattice artefact. They try to study this problem 
in the quenched theory by comparing their simulation results to solutions of the 
quenched-planar Schwinger-Dyson equations with a view to controlling the lattice 
artefacts. The problem is that the Schwinger-Dyson work is done in the quenched-
planar approximation whereas the simulations are quenched, but not planar. 
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1 -4.3 Summary 
In this section we have discussed both numerical and analytical evidence for a 
strong coupling fixed point of QED. In fact there exists a rigorous proof [59] 
that QED breaks chiral symmetry at strong coupling. Taken with the results of 
perturbation theory that QED is chiraily symmetric at weak coupling it is certain 
that QED has a new fixed point in addition to the Gaussian one. The remaining 
question is: what is the continuum theory at this point? Although numerical 
simulations with dynamical fermions indicate that it is a trivial theory it is not 
yet clear that we are fully in control of the lattice artefacts. As an aside it is 
worth noting that these worries do not apply to attempts to simulate QCD. The 
fact that QOD is asymptotically free means that its behaviour on the scale of 
the lattice spacing is well described by perturbation theory and we can therefore 
trust the long-distance properties measured in numerical work. The next section 
discusses another analytic calculation, this time on the lattice, that indicates 
QED may be trivial. 
1.5 Can the New Fixed Point Save QED? 
1.5.1 Bounds on 
As explained earlier charge renormalisation is determined solely by the corrections 
to the photon propagator. In fact 
e = 	 (1.48) 
where Z3 is the photon wavefunction renormalisation constant. The existence of 




The original proof of this result is unsatisfactory because it involves the formal 
manipulation of divergent quantities, i.e. it is carried out without a regulator. A 
related problem is the fact that it is not clear that this result necessarily holds 
on the lattice. Recently a rigorous proof of this result has been constructed by 
Liischer[50] in the spirit of the old result but using the lattice as a regulator. 
Rather than repeat the details of the proof I now summarise the chain of argu-
ments used by Liischer. 
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Assume the following form for the full photon propagator 
Z3 	 1\ k 2 kV , R(k) 
D(k) = p[w + —' — 	k2 + 	 (1.50) 
This defines Z3 as the residue of the zero momentum pole of the full propagator 
and amounts to assuming that the asymptotic states of the theory include pho-
tons. The photon propagator can then be related to a matrix element involving 
a product of The property of reflection positivity is used to show that the 
latter matrix element is strictly positive, which gives the lower bound on Z3 . The 
upper bound is then proved in a similar manner, making use of the photon field 
equation which is used to show that Z3 is given by unity less an expectation value 
which is proved to be positive. The proof also makes use of the cluster property 
of correlation functions, that they must be bounded away from criticality. The 
limitations of the proof are that it is does not apply at criticality and would not 
apply in a possible confining phase of QED at strong coupling, where free photons 
would not exist. It also does not apply to linearised QED[19] (discussed in full 
on p.  17) because this theory appears not to satisfy reflection positivity. 
The bound is important because it implies that the renormalised charge can 
never exceed the bare charge. It can be seen as a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for triviality in 4 dimensions. (The reason why such a bound does not 
exist in QOD is because gluons do not exist as asymptotic states.) 
The bound can be used to establish the triviality of QED above 4 dimen-
sions [50] by appealing to the fact that the renormalised coupling becomes di-
mensionful, ER= &/2_2e,  and must tend to zero as a —+ 0. At 4 dimensions 
the situation is more complicated. Liischer claims that the strong coupling fixed 
point, at a, is within the "apparent radius of convergence" of renormalised per-
turbation theory (RPT) and so cannot correspond to a non-trivial zero of the 
/3-function since there is no evidence for one in RPT. However it is widely be-
lieved that RPT is at best an asymptotic series and if this is true the radius of 
convergence tends to zero as the number of terms in the series increases so that 
the validity of the above argument is called into question. In fact taking the three-
loop calculation for QED c lies outside the region of validity of RPT. 1 If one 
could actually calculate Z3 at a. one could improve the bound on e and discuss 
1! am grateful to Brian Pendleton to bringing this to my attention. 
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the validity of RPT with more confidence, such an approach will be discussed in 
sections 2.3 and 2.6. 
1.5.2 How to Answer the Question 
Although the fact that QED is perturbatively renormalisable means that low 
energy predictions are insensitive to the exact size of the cut-off, perturbation 
theory indicates that the cut-off may not be removed whilst retaining an inter-
acting theory. In recent years evidence for a new fixed point has emerged from a 
variety of studies. Although the initial evidence was for an interacting continuum 
limit, less crude work has shown that this may not be the case. Nevertheless the 
question of the triviality of QED is still open. In the next chapter I develop a 
novel analytic approach, on the lattice, to this question. 
The Renormalisation Group Flow in QED 
In this chapter we study non-compact lattice QED, with staggered fermions, in 
the limit of large bare mass. By expanding in the inverse bare fermion mass we 
will be able to calculate interesting physical quantities, including the renormalised 
charge, renormalised fermion and bound state masses and the chiral condensate. 
From these we will be able to study the renormalisation group flow in QED. We 
will also calculate some quantities at weak coupling to check our results. 
2.1 The Large-Mass expansion 
We now discuss the technicalities of the large-mass expansion and use it to cal-
culate a number of physical quantities. 
2.1.1 Preliminaries 
We work with the following lattice action for non-compact U(1) gauge fields 
coupled to one flavour of staggered fermions. (We will generalise our results to f 
flavours of staggered fermion fields later.) 
S = SG + SF, 	 (2.1) 
with 
SG = 	[ 9,(x) - LO(x)] 2 
2 
0(x)A(x,y)9(y) 	 (2.2) 
x,y i,i/>i 
SF = >(x)[D(9 ;a,y) +mSx , y ] X(y) 	 (2.3) 
X41 
D(9; x, y) = 	>c(x){e °"( ')5 - e _ 8iL(Y)S a,_ p,y I. 	(2.4) 
The partition function is defined in the usual way by the path integral 
Z[7, J] = / dOL(x) [f d(y)d(y)exp{—S + J( + T77  + X}, 	(2.5) 
25 
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where J(x) is a source for the photons and (x) and (x) are Gras smann-valued 
fermion sources. The preliminary step in the large-mass expansion for the photon 
and fermion propagators is to represent the fermions in the interaction term, 
D(0), by differentiation with respect to the fermion sources 
Z[?J,, JJ 
= / [f dO(x)[f d(y)dx(y)exp{—S G + JO - 
X11A 	 Y 	 871 	817 
exp{—mx + 777  + 77x} 	 (2.6) 
so that the bare fermion propagator loses its momentum dependence and becomes 
just the inverse mass. It is more usual in field theory calculations not to make 
this separation and regard all of the quadratic terms in the action as contributing 
to the propagator. The functional integral over the fermions can then be done 
exactly, using the standard identity for a Gaussian integral over anticommuting 
variables, 
/ H d(x)d(x) exp{—mx + Xq  + jX} = detin exp {-1, 	(2.7) lnJ 





[77,  J] = J fl dO() exp[—SG  + JO] 	-j —D(0)— I  [21 ] ' ,- 	(2.8) 
0,14 	 j,k=03 	 53J 	m 
where the exponentials of the fermion fields have been written as power series 
expansions. The above notation is schematic so to make it absolutely clear 
[_D(o)] ' [~171
] IC 
 = [_E>5)D(O;xY)5)]3 
{>(Z)11e 	 (2.9) 
mj 
The expectation value of any operator is given by differentiating the partition 
function with respect to an appropriate combination of external sources and then 
setting them equal to zero. From the above form, (2.8), we see that the only 
non-vanishing terms will occur when j = k, modulo any external sources. Each 
of these terms will have a power, k, of the inverse mass associated to it; this is 
how the large-mass expansion is generated. To put it more succinctly, we treat 
the kinetic term for the fermions perturbatively in . After taking care of the 
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fermions we still have a gauge field integration, which can then be done exactly 
because their interactions with the fermions arise from D(9), whose exponent 
is linear in the gauge field. We first discuss the lowest order calculation of the 
photon propagator in some detail, as it leads to Z3 which is the quantity of most 
interest. 
2.1.2 The Photon Propagator 
The full photon propagator is defined by the correlator of two gauge fields as 
(9(a)O(b)) = 16 
	6
- 	 Z 
	
Z 8J,(a) 6J(b) 	'' 	
(2.10) 
It is appropriate to think of the large-mass expansion of the photon propagator in 
terms of diagrams in real space. We will construct these diagrams in two stages: 
firstly as diagrams constructed out of fermions alone and then these skeletons will 
be dressed with photons. So far we have only integrated out the fermions so we 
consider the skeleton diagrams. Consider the partition function, (2.8), the term 
resides on sites of the lattice. D(9) connects nearest-neighbour sites only and 
therefore lives on links of the diagrams. Because of the Grassmann nature of 77 
and 7, each site can only be included once. (This so-called "exclusion constraint" 
means that vacuum bubbles do not exponentiate and cannot be cancelled with the 
Z[0] in the denominator of (2.10). The consequences of this will be seen later on, 
in section 2.4.) So the set of allowed diagrams, C, is made up of non-intersecting 
collections of links. The fact that there are no external fermion sources for the 
photon propagator means that these links must form closed fermion loops. Every 
link (x, it) of each allowed diagram gives a factor coming from D(9; x,y), 
the net result of which is to give a factor e''' °'". I(x) is non-vanishing 
only for those links included in the diagram and has value ±1 depending on the 
direction in which the link is traversed. We see that the 'effective action for the 
gauge fields is quadratic and the integration over the photon fields can be done 
exactly at any order in the fermion expansion. 
The result of the integration over the gauge fields is that bare photon prop-
agator lines connect links in F to each other and to the external sources. We 
choose to work in Feynman gauge, 
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d 	
14 S(p) = sin2(?), 	 (2.12) 
(f is used as a shorthand for f 	a) so that the bare photon propagator is only 
non-zero between links which lie in the same direction. This greatly simplifies 
the evaluation of the diagrams and certainly should not affect the result for Z3 , 
which is a gauge invariant quantity. Even for the calculation of gauge dependent 
quantities, such as the fermion propagator, we must choose a gauge so we might 
as well pick one which makes life easier. 
Thus, expanding the fermion contribution and integrating over the photon 
field, the full photon propagator is 
(0(a)9,(b)) = A, 11 (a,b) + ll,,(a,b) 	 (2.13) 
ll,,(a, b) 
=
wr(> A(a, x) rp (x)) (E A,,, (b, y)P 0.(y)) 
	
TC 	 y 
exp[_ 1  1TAT] 	 (2.14) 





aT. 	 (2.16) 
IIJAV as defined above, is the full vacuum polarisation (i.e. including two external 
photon propagators) in contrast to the more conventional definition (used in sec-
tion 2.2.1 for example) in which it is amputated. L and L 2 are the total number 
of fermion loops and the number of 2-link loops in r respectively, and eq.(2.16) 
contains the familiar factor of (-1) for each closed fermion loop, encountered in 
continuum perturbation theory. The factor 2 1' 2  is a symmetry factor allowing 
for the two possible directions in which each fermion loop with more than 2 links 
may be traversed. n is the number of links in F. ar is a factor of +1 which comes 
from taking the product of all the a's in the diagram, and the product of the 
signs that come from the two terms in D(O; x, y). The fact that wr depends on 
m allows us to order the diagrams in a large-mass expansion. 
The sum over 1' in (2.14) is over fermion loops occurring anywhere on the 
lattice; with the momentum space representation of the bare photon propagator, 
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eq.(2.11), we can make use of translational invariance to reduce this to a sum over 
only those fermion loops, C', which contain one fixed site, x. Since our choice of 
Feynman gauge ensures that only parallel links can be connected by photon lines, 
we also fix one link to the positive p. direction. The degeneracy over positive and 
negative directions is taken care of by the factor of 2'. Without loss of generality, 
the link that we fix can be one of the links passing through x, so C' is the set of 
fermion loops containing the link (x, p.). Then 
w' 	ew(a_b) 
[1 rEc' (4/3)2 fp  52() 
exp[_ITA1] > 
(y,u)Er 
We are now in a poition to describe the full diagrams which are the fermion 
diagrams, mentioned above, dressed by bare photon propagators. An allowed 
diagram consists of non-touching loops composed of undirected links of the lattice. 
Diagrams are distinguished by the following hierarchy of properties, 
the total number of links, n; 
the numbers of links in each loop, i.e. the way ii is partitioned into L even 
integers; 
the shapes of the loops, e.g. a 6-link loop can assume any of 3 shapes (see 
tables 2.1 and 2.2 on page 44); 
the spatial orientations of the loops: each diagram's orientation is specified 
by a set of polarisation vectors corresponding to the directions in which the 
links belonging to each loop lie and including p. and ii; 
the positions of the loops relative to the fixed site x. 
Having decided on the structure of the diagrams we need to be able to work 
out the weight of any given diagram, i.e. its contribution to the sum in (2.17). 
The calculation of ll order by order in may be organised using the following 
Feynman rules. 
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At order n, consider all distinct diagrams containing n links oriented to 
have polarisation vectors p and ii. 
Calculate the "external photon contribution" as follows. In each of these 
diagrams pair the link (x, IL) with each of the links (y, '.') on the same loop 
(not including pairing the link to itself in the case p = ii). The contribution 
of each of these pairs to the second sum in eq.(2.17) is 	if the two 
links point in the same sense relative to the coordinate directions when 
traversing round the loop, and 	otherwise. 
In the case p = ii, add 1 to the above sum for each link in the it direction. 
Any diagram with the two external photons coupling to different loops can-
cels with the corresponding diagram in which the sense in which the fermion 
traverses the loop is reversed. Loops containing only 2 links do not couple 
to external photons and give a zero contribution since the overall r for such 
a loop is zero. (Looked at another way the contributions from including the 
part of a 2-link loop when traversed in the positive direction cancel with 
those from the negative part). 
For each diagram calculate the "internal photon contribution", 
exp[_TTAF], 	 (2.18) 
by summing the contribution in 2. above from an internal photon line 
joining all pairs of links in the same fermion loop and multiplying this by 
to get _rTAr. 
The overall contribution of a given diagram is the product of the above two 
1 	ip.(a—b) factors with 4JjT f -y e 
Sum, over all relative separations, orientations, shapes, numbers of loops. 
We illustrate these rules by calculating the lowest non-vanishing correction, 
the plaquette, in detail. Having fixed one of the links to be in the p direction 
the plaquette's orientation is specified by one polarisation o p,  which we sum 
over. First we calculate the p = 71 part of the correction. The external photon 
contribution consists of 2 diagrams, figure 2.1a, which together give 
(2 - e2 - e') = 46n(b) 	 (2.19) 




Figure 2.1: Corrections to photon propagator from the plaquette for a) it = v and b) 
where )6, (p) = 	sin2(). When p 54 ii we get one diagram, fig. 2.lb, which 
gives 
e(''(l - e')(1 - 
	 (2.20) 
The internal photon contribution, which is the same in both cases, comes from 2 
diagrams, figure 2.2. This is easily evaluated as follows, 
Figure 2.2: Internal photon contribution from the plaquette. 
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Then, since for the plaquette £ = 1, L 2 = 0, n = 4, ao = -1 and Z[0] = 1, at 
this order, the lowest non-trivial contribution to (2.17) is 
- 	-1 	[_1] I 
ei(_b) 
- 32m4f32 
exp - 	 [S,S(p) - (1 - e1')(1 - 
P 
-1  e  
exp[] I _b) = 32m4f32 	- 	S2(p) [SS(p) e1')sin4sin]  (2.2 3) 
There are two ways of checking this result: its e -* 0 limit may be checked against 
the m -+ 00 limit of the weak coupling result, (2.45), and we can also check that it 
satisfies the appropriate Ward identity (see section 2.5). We now calculate charge 
renormalisation from it. 
Because of the Ward identity between the fermion propagator and the ver-
tex, the charge renormalisation is uniquely determined by the corrections to the 
photon propagator, 
e2 = Z3 e2 , 	 (2.24) 
where Z3 is defined as the zero momentum pole of the photon propagator, giving 
fe 2 	—e 2 
	
= 1 - --exp[-.-] 	 (2.25) 
8M4 	d 
where the factor of f has been reinstated. (At this order this is trivial because 
there is only one fermion loop so going from one to f flavours is equivalent to 
e2 -+ fe 2 ). This gives a value of Z3 :5 1, which is in agreement with the general 
results [3, 50], and means that the renormalised charge cannot be greater than the 
bare charge. The m 4 dependence is at first sight strange, because the leading 
continuum perturbation theory result is proportional to m 2 . However, in the 
lattice weak-coupling perturbation theory, in addition to the diagram found in 
the continuum, there is a diagram which does not appear in the continuum (see 
section 2.2.1). At large m, this lattice diagram cancels the m 2 behaviour of the 
continuum diagram. 
2.1.3 The Fermion Propagator 
Having dealt with charge renormalisation, we now calculate the renormalised 
fermion mass, MR,  to lowest non-trivial order. The renormalised mass is defined 
as the location of the pole of the full fermion propagator in momentum space. 
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It is natural to carry out the large-mass expansion in real space, so we need 
a corresponding definition of MR. The usual definition of MR  as the inverse 
correlation length of the fermion propagator, mentioned earlier when discussing 
the continuum limit (section 1.3.2), is only valid if MR << 1, which will not be 
true here. A suitable definition of m, valid for all values of the bare mass, is 
arrived at by considering the timeslice propagator for free fermions, 
f eipw 	= m - 	sin p, 	 (2.26) P 	m2 + 	sin 2PO. 
The resulting one-dimensional integral is easily evaluated by substituting z = 
and using the unit circle as the contour of integration. For any value of m there 
is one pole enclosed which gives the following value for the integral 
- exp(—tsinhm 
- 	/m2 +1 
(2.27) 
Now if m is small then sinh m m so the inverse correlation length is equal to 
the bare mass, = m. For a free particle MR = in, hence supporting the earlier 
assertion (section 1.3.2) that long range excitations are associated with particles 
of small mass because mj = '. We can also use the fact that for free fermions 
MR = m to arrive at 
	
TflR = sinh(), 
	
(2.28) 
a definition valid for all values of the bare mass. This definition can then be used 
in the interacting theory to extract MR  from the full timeslice propagator. In 
fact, we may take MR = 1 exp( 1 ) here, as MR  turns out to be large. 
We now calculate the leading-order correction to the fermion propagator. The 
full fermion propagator is given by the usual expression 
16 	6 
((a)(b)) = _Z Z 
6i7(a)6(b) 	
(2.29) 
As in the case of the photon propagator, we can represent this diagrammatically; 
now there is a fermion source at the two points a and b so, in each diagram, there 
will be a non-intersecting chain of links connecting these two points in addition 
to an arbitrary number of vacuum bubbles, as for the photon propagator. (These 
skeleton diagrams are derived from those for the photon propagator by cutting 
one of the loops and tying its ends down to the sources at a and b). Again the 
more links that a diagram contains the higher order it will be in . 
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In order to calculate the correlation length, we need to know the dependence 
of the propagator on the separation I  a — b I when the separation is large. The 
lowest-order contribution to the timeslice propagator is the "straight-through" 
diagram where a and b differ by a displacement in the time direction only, i.e. 
a = n[t, b = 0 (as for the photon propagator Z[0, 0,0] = 1 at lowest-order), and 
there are no vacuum bubbles. This gives 
i 	 n—i 
	
((a)(b)) 
= 	 J m +1 H d&(x) exp[ — SG] II D(9; a, a1,) 
n—i 
2nn+l 




— c(a) 	1 
— 2nmn+i exp[— 	A(x,y)], 	 (2.30) 
x,yE{a1} 
where a1 = j111 and 0 < 	(n — 1). Now that the photons have been integrated 
over, the resultant diagrams (fig.2.3) are very similar to the one found in the 
continuum. In order to do the sum on photon propagators we again choose to 
Figure 2.3: Position space fermion propagator at lowest order in expansion. 
S.. •S + S 	 •• •.. + . 	 •.. •. 
+... 




 1— cos mp 
A 
xyE{a} 	 4/3 	(1 — cos p,)S(p) 	
(2.31) 
The integral over PM  can be evaluated as a contour integral (see appendix B) and 
as n —+ cc is equal to nJd, where the constant factor Jd  is 
Jd = f 1 , 	= 1.01092(8) 	 (2.32) 
'p S() 
Hence, from (2.30), if we exponentiate all of the n dependence and use the defi-
nition of the renormalised mass explained-above, we get 
(
~d ) .
mR = mexp (2.33) 
80 
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The lowest non-vanishing correction is O( ) in the argument of the exponential 
(the diagrams with one extra spacelike link vanish when averaged over all direc-
tions). For e = 0, MR = m as expected. As explained in appendix B this result 
agrees with the weak coupling result. 
2.1.4 The Bound State Mass 
We now calculate the mass of the lowest lying pseudoscalar fermion-antifermion 
bound state, which we refer to as the "pion". In the continuum, the operator that 
creates such a state from the vacuum is iys&. The corresponding lattice operator 
for staggered fermions is (x)e(x)x(a),  with e(z) = (_1) 1 +"' playing the role 
Of The pion propagator is then defined in terms of the partition function, 
eq.(2.5), in the usual way: 
((x)c(x)x(x)( 0)x( 0 )) = 
C(X) S 	& 	5 	6 
T Si(x) S(x) Si(0) 5j(0) 	(2.34) 
Now, integrating out the fermions exactly, this time treating D(9) + m as the 
inverse propagator and summing over x, gives for the timeslice "pion" propagator 
(€x(t; x)x(0 ; 0)) 	/fl d9,(x) exp[—SG] det[D(9) + m] 
	
E I(D(0) + m )_ 1 ((0 ;  0), (t; x))1 2 . 	(2.35) 
If we expand this to leading order in , we find the lowest non-vanishing contri-
bution from (D(9) + m) is the straight-through diagram with one factor of 
on each link from from (0; 0) to (t;x = 0). This is similar to the diagram that 
gives the lowest order contribution to the fermion propagator (fig 2.3) except that 
we must take its modulus squared. On taking the modulus of this expression, the 
dependence on 0 and the phase, c, is lost and, since det[D(0) + m] is cancelled 
by the denominator at this order, we arrive at 
(ex(t; x)x(0 ; 0)) = m 2 
1
(2m)2t  
+•• 	 (2.36) 
which in the limit t -+ oc has the inverse correlation length 
= 21n2m. 	 (2.37) 
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To relate this result to a renormalised mass for the pion, we must follow a similar 
procedure to the one used for the fermion mass in section 2.1.3. Here, we compare 
this inverse correlation length to that of a free lattice boson, of mass M, obtained 




which when evaluated in a similar manner to the free fermion propagator gives 
= 2 in M. Hence, at leading order for large bare fermion mass, the renor-
maiised "pion" mass is 
Mir = 2m, 
	 (2.39) 
i.e. the mass of the lowest pseudoscalar bound state is just twice that of the bare 
fermion. 
From the renormalised fermion mass at this order equation (2.33) 
1Jd \ 
MR = mexp 	 (2.40) 8,3 
we see that, because MR > m, the pion is a bound state in our approximation 
(i.e. the mass of the pion is less than that of two isolated physical fermions). 
The pseudoscalar fermion-antifermion state must be bound, because there are no 
allowed decays (by the no-go theorem there is no axial anomaly on the lattice) 
and making m large forces the fermion and antifermion to propagate together, at 
leading order in our approximation. 
2.1.5 The Chiral Condensate 
The chiral condensate, (TX), is the order parameter of chiral symmetry breaking 
and as such one would not expect it to be a particularly interesting quantity 
in our approximation, where the fact that we work at large bare mass means 
that chiral symmetry is not even an approximate symmetry. However, having 
calculated the vacuum polarisation in section 2.1.2, we have done most of the 
work needed to calculate it. We proceed as for the pion propagator and integrate 
over the fermions using D(9) + m as the inverse propagator, 
ZS(0)S_(0)Z[7J]J0. 	 (2.41) 
- fH,d6(x)(D + m)(0,0) det[D(8) + m] exp[—SG] 242 
- 	 f fl dO(x) det[D(9) + m] exp[—SG] 
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This expression now contains no Grassmann variables, it can be considered as 
the expectation value of some quantity in a purely bosonic theory which happens 
to have a complicated non-local action. This simplifies its evaluation as we no 
longer have to worry about the exclusion constraint—vacuum bubbles cancel and 
therefore we only need to consider connected diagrams. The diagrams will consist 
of single closed loops of fermions which are rooted at the origin and dressed with 
bare photons in the usual way once the gauge fields have been integrated over. The 
only non-trivial part is the combinatorics of how many times a particular diagram 
may occur. Using the results from the calculation of the photon propagator one 
quickly arrives at 
OW = -- 11 - d - d(d - 1)1 + O(-)] 	 (2.43) 
M 	2m2 2(2m)4 
exp( )
8d 	M6 
At lowest order this result trivially satisfies the chiral Ward identity between the 
condensate and the pion propagator (2.36), 
(z)x(x)) 	m 	((x)E(x)X(x)(y)X(y)), 	 (2.44) 
as quoted in [5]. 
There is evidence that in the critical region (ix) cc MR  [17] and even that 
MR = + b [23]. Comparing (2.33) and (2.43) we see no evidence for such 
behaviour. However we are not in the critical region so that is not too surprising. 
2.2 Weak Coupling on the Lattice 
The technique of Lattice Weak Coupling Perturbation Theory (LWCPT) is well 
known[11, 18]. It involves a natural extension of the diagrammatic techniques 
used in continuum quantum field theories to the relevant lattice action. As in 
the continuum the calculations are usually carried out in momentum space. The 
Feynman rules are listed in appendix A. There are two differences between these 
and the corresponding continuum rules for our version of lattice QED. Firstly the 
discretisation of the derivative terms in the action results in functions of momenta 
which are periodic on the Brillouin zone. The other difference is that the use of 
compact couplings of the fermions to the gauge fields results in the so-called 
"seagull vertices", where the fermion- antifermion- photon vertex can now contain 
an arbitrary number of photons, instead of only a single photon as found in the 
continuum. 
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LWCPT is usually used in the formal continuum limit a —+ 0 to relate the 
results of lattice simulations to continuum calculations. This is necessary be-
cause the finite parts of renormalisation counterterms are regularisation scheme 
dependent. It is a sensible procedure in QCD because it is an interacting the-
ory in the weak coupling limit. In QED such a procedure would only enable us 
to recover the results of continuum perturbation theory. Since we work on the 
lattice throughout we do not take the limit a —* 0, instead we fix a = 1. The 
main reason for doing these calculations is to provide a check on the results of 
our large-mass expansion as the limits e —* 0 and m — oo should commute. As 
we shall see, due to lattice artefacts, we would not be able to usefully compare 
the large-mass expansion to continuum perturbation theory. 
2.2.1 Vacuum Polarisation 
As is usual in perturbation theory we calculate the truncated vacuum polarisation, 
in contrast to in the large-mass expansion (see p.  28) where the full vacuum 
polarisation is calculated. At order e2 , there are two diagrams which contribute: 
fig. 2.4a is similar to the one found in the continuum (p.3 fig.1.1), whereas fig. 2.4b 
is found only on the lattice. Using dimensional analysis we can put back in powers 
Figure 2.4: Vacuum polarisation in lowest order of LWCPT 
a) 
of a to show that the lattice diagram vanishes in the formal continuum limit, 
a —* 0. Using the Feynman rules one arrives at the following result on summing 
the 2 diagrams, 
_e2 S w fp 5  z(p) 
+ e2




= e lc1) sin(p + -) sin(p — 	 (2.46) 
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Kill 
z(q) = m2 + S(2q). 	 (2.47) 
The main check of the above result is that it should satisfy the Ward identity 
on the vacuum polarisation 
e 2  sin ll,(fr) = 0, 	 (2.48) 
JA 
as introduced in section 2.5. Applying the identity (2.48) to the vacuum polari-
sation (2.45) gives the following expression 
k 	2k1, 
fP
cos 2p.,z(p+)— cos k sin  2 2p1, 
e 2 sin -tcos - 	 (2.49) 2 z(p+)z(p—) 
which should vanish. I have not been able to show that this integral vanishes in 
general. However it does vanish for m = 0 and it vanishes up to 0(b) when 
expanded in the limit m -* oo so the Ward identity is probably satisfied. 
Another check of the above result is that 11I,,(k2 __+ 0) = 0(k2 ); the presence 
of a constant term in this limit would give a photon mass counterterm which is 
forbidden by gauge invariance. This is easily seen as follows, at one-loop the full 
propagator is given in terms of the bare propagator and the one-loop vacuum 
polarisation as 
AIL = A+AIIA+0(e 4 ). 	 (2.50) 
Now for small k and ignoring constant factors, A 	and II = a + bk2 , where 
a,b = 0(e2 ) so 
AIL 	 1 	 1+b 
- k2 + 
%.-(a + bk2 ) + 0(e4) '' k
2 - a + 0(e
4 ) 	 ( 2.51) 
So we see that, if a 0, it acts as a mass term for the photon. Also the calculation 
agrees with the result of [24] for the vacuum polarisation in QCD. 
Now that we are confident of the above result we can expand it in the limit 
m —+ cc to get 
lim 11 	
e2 WC = 
—[SS(k) - 	 sin ] m-oo IAM 	 2m4 
e2 
+ —{S,[(d — 1)5(k) + S 4 (k) + 5(k) sin  2M6
- e2 (k14_kV)sin sin [(d - 1) + sin2 	+ sin2 t]} + O(g) (2.52) 
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which agrees with the e -+ 0 limit of the calculation of the vacuum polarisation in 
the large-mass expansion (2.22), on allowing for the fact that (2.45) is truncated 
whereas (2.22) is not. 
From the 0(k 2 ) term one can derive the photon wavefunction renormaiisation 
constant, defined as the residue at the pole of the full propagator, which is 
fe 2 	5 Cos 2 pi - 1+ (2 COS 2 pi - 1) sin 2.p2 	
(2.53) Z3 = 1 _L Z 2 (p) 12 
where the flavour dependence has been reinstated. It is now easy to expand this 
to any desired order in the first few terms are, in 





+...) 	 (2.54) 
M 2  
This also agrees with the corresponding result in the large-mass expansion, equa-
tion (2.60). It is clear from the above expression that, at least at the first few 
orders, the series oscillates in sign. This will be discussed in more detail in sec-
tion 2.6. 
Fermion Propagator 
In the case of the fermion self-energy, which gives the correction to its propagator, 
there are again two diagrams (fig. 2.5). Summing their contributions gives the 
Figure 2.5: Lowest order fermion self-energy. 
(D 
one-loop fermion self-energy which in turn gives the the renormalised mass, 
f 	e2 ( d — S(p) 
MR = m {i + S(p)z(p) 
+ f 1 
2S(p) + I 
- (d— 1)I)] (2.55) 
- 
fpcosp 
cos2 - S sin2 p 	sinp sin 2p  cos2 
	
(2.56) ZIP- S(p)z(p) 	 S(p)z 2 (p) 
Again, taking the m -* cc limit of this result agrees with the e -p 0 limit of the 
corresponding large-mass result (2.33) as is shown in appendix B. 
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2.3 Renormalisation Group Flow at Lowest Order 
We have calculated the renormalised charge and mass as functions of the bare 
parameters in the limits of small bare charge and large bare mass and the "pion" 
- 	 l67,j'j 
mass in the latter limit alone. From these result(we construct two sets of renor-
malised trajectories in the space of the bare parameters, lines of constant e 2  and 
lines of constant mass ratio, Mi. /MR,  in the direction of decreasing MR.  These 
trajectories are obtained by numerically inverting our results. A cursory inspec-
tion of them yields the following obvious limits, e = e2 at m = 00; MR = m 
and mv /mR = 2 at e = 0. To go beyond these limits we must seek the region of 
validity of our results. We now look at the trajectories of constant charge. We 
expect the large-mass expansion to be valid for m > 0(1). Our definition of MR 
is valid for MR > 0(1) and, since from eq.(2.33) we have MR ~: m always, we 
deduce that our results are valid for in > m0, where m0 is estimated by compar-
ing the two expansions at small values of e, where we know the weak-coupling 
expansion is trustworthy (see fig. 2.6). Looking at this figure we can see good 
agreement between the two expansions at small values of e down to a mass of 
about 1.2 and then progressively worse disagreement at higher values of e, pre-
sumably because the weak-coupling expansion is breaking down. Assuming that 
m0 is approximately independent of e we can make a conservative estimate of 
MO 1.2. 
From fig. 2.6, or from (2.25) and (2.53) we can see that Z3 —+ 1 as either 
e2 —p 0 or e2 —+ oo at large mass (m>> 1.2). At fixed e, the renormalised mass 
is reduced (i.e. the cut-off is removed) by decreasing the bare mass, with initially 
hardly any change required in e2 . At intermediate masses and charges, e 2 must be 
simultaneously increased as m is decreased in order to reduce MR.  From equations 
(2.25) and (2.33) we can evaluate the 3-function in the large-mass expansion, 
(~Ie-R­
\ I
tmR 	 II =4(e 2 _e) >0. (2.57) 
ômR / I Ie 
This indicates that the only continuum limit is at e = 0, so there is no evidence 
of non-triviality. Neither do we see evidence for any interesting behaviour in the 
strong-coupling regime at large mass. However we may use the location of the 
critical point at non-zero bare charge, determined numerically, to place an upper 
bound on the renormalised charge at the critical point. For f = 1 the critical 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of renormalised trajectories (constant eR) from large-mass 
expansion (solid lines) with LWCPT (dots). 
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point obtained numerically [4, 16, 37, 39] is at e 2  5, m = 0. To obtain an upper 
bound we observe that, since Z3 1 everywhere away from a critical point [50], 
any renormalised trajectory which passes through e at m > 0 cannot reach the 
critical point. (This is more fully explained in section 2.6). We do not know the 
form of the trajectories for m < m 0 so an upper bound on e is provided by the 
trajectory which passes through (e,mo ); this gives 






8m0 [T ) 
4.6  
for f = 1. Unfortunately, this bound obtained at leading-order in the large-mass 
expansion is not low enough to justify the application of renormalised pertur-
bation theory to the new fixed point (as was done for çti in [49]). However we 
would expect the bound to be improved at higher orders so in the next section 
we calculate the next order in the photon propagator and Z3 . 
Before doing this, however, we consider the renormalised trajectories obtained 
by holding the mass ratio fixed. We have already mentioned the limit that for 
zero bare charge there is no binding, i.e. at e = 0 we have m = 2mR. From 
equations (2.33) and (2.39) we can see that the trajectories of constant mass ratio 
will be lines of constant bare charge, which are therefore consistent with those of 
constant eR in fig. 2.6 for sufficiently large mass. This is because, at the order to 
which we work, the pion mass is independent of the charge while the renormalised 
fermion mass depends exponentially on the charge so the only way to keep the 
ratio fixed is to keep the charge constant. At smaller masses, say in < 2, when 
Z3 starts to differ from one then the two renormailsed trajectories do differ from 
one another. However we shall see that at the next order in Z 3 the agreement 
between the two types of trajectories is improved. 
2.4 Next Order in the Photon Propagator 
We now use the Feynman rules of section 2.1.2 (p.  27) to calculate the next order 
contribution to the photon propagator in the large-mass expansion. The next 
order in the calculation consists of diagrams containing 6 links. At this order, 
and at higher orders, we distinguish between connected diagrams containing only 
one fermion loop and disconnected diagrams with more than one loop. The three 
different connected 6-link diagrams are straightforward and the diagrams together 
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—2 cos 2p 6 
4 cos p 
-- 
—4 cos p0. 
-'--
—4 cos p Cos p0. 
Table 2.1: Individual contributions from different ways of connecting photons to the 
planar 6-link connected diagram. (NB each contribution is summed on a.) 
12 —8 cos Pu 
—4 cos Pu COS  PP 
y y 
—4 cos p0. Cos PP 
Table 2.2: Individual contributions from different ways of connecting photons to non-
planar 6-link connected diagrams. (NB each contribution is summed on a and p.) 







p S2(p) {8[2S(p) - S4 (p) - sin 2 S(p)} 
+ sin2 	- 2]} 
-1 
32m6 92 exp[I2] 20 
f P 	52(p) 18,[2(d - 2)S(p) - S 2 (p) + S4 (p) + sin  4S( p)] 






S 2 (p) 	- 2)5(p) - Sp(P)S(P) + S(P)] 
_e(PPv)sinsin[(d - 2) - 5(p) + sin2 	+ sin2 	}} 2 	2 
Table 2.3: Contributions of 6-link connected diagrams to vacuum polarisation 
Symbol Integral Value in d = 4 
I1 
1+sin2pj _Cos  pi 
5(p) 0.86225(5) 
12 
a 	2 sin2(1.2.) 
Jp d + 	S(p)  0.90206(2) 
13 fp 	S(p)  0.40206(2) 
Table 2.4: Values of lattice integrals in table 2.3. (These integrals are evaluated using 
an adaptive monte-carlo integration package, supplied by NAG). 
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with their contributions are given in tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, where we have 
introduced S(p) =sin4(r). 
We discuss the disconnected diagram in more detail to illustrate how such 
cases are treated. At this order there is only one disconnected diagram (fig.2.7). 
From the Feynman rules, its only contribution is when the external photons couple 
Figure 2.7: The 6-link disconnected diagram for p. = ii. 
to the plaquette. However, having fixed the position of the plaquette, the 2-link 
loop may appear anywhere on the lattice, as long as it does not overlap with the 
plaquette. This gives an apparent divergence with the lattice volume. So far, 
we have neglected the contribution of the denominator in eq.(2.17); in fact, at 
lowest order Z[O] = 1. The next contribution to Z[O] comes from precisely the 2 
link diagram that is causing the apparent divergence. The product of the 2-link 
diagram from the denominator with the plaquette from the numerator gives a 
contribution which has opposite sign to the disconnected diagram and has the 
2-link part summed on all lattice links. The net result of this is that we get a 
contribution dependent on the excluded volume, i.e. the volume of overlap of the 
two disconnected pieces. It is evident that at higher orders this sort of behaviour 
will persist and it is the well known analogue of cancellation of vacuum bubbles 
in the case where the exclusion constraint applies (e.g. the high temperature 
expansion of the Ising model). In this case the size of the excluded volume is 
4(2d - 1) and together with the result for the 2-link diagram, w 2 = , gives an 
overall contribution proportional to the contribution from the plaquette, 
11(6,dia) - —(2d - 1) (4) 	 (2.59) 
4Ii 	- 	m 2 
where llj was defined in (2.22). The photon propagator, correct to O(), is 
given by inserting equations (2.22) and (2.59), together with the equations in 
table 2.3, into eq.(2.17). The checks on these results provided by the symmetries 
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of the action will be discussed in the next section. We now use the vacuum 
polarisation to calculate the charge renormalisation. 
Using the previous definition (see p. 32) of Z3 as the residue of the zero 
momentum pole of the photon propagator, we have 
fe 2 	_e2 	fe 2 	 —e 2 	—e 211 
8m4 d 8m6 d 
Z3=1 - 	
2 
- 2(d - 2) exp( 2 
—e212 
+ (d - 2) exp( 2
-3e213 	
(2.60) 
where the factor of f has been reinstated as follows. At lowest order, where the 
only contribution comes from the plaquette, the extension from 1 to f flavours 
simply involves multiplication by f, as in the continuum. At the next order 
(six-link diagrams) the same reasoning follows for the three connected diagrams. 
However, the situation is complicated for the disconnected diagram (fig.2.7), be-
cause if the fermions in the two disconnected pieces are of different flavours then 
the two pieces of the diagram can overlap. This would lead one to expect a 
non-trivial dependence, however such contributions are cancelled exactly by the 
denominator, because the fact that they can overlap means that for them there 
is zero excluded volume. If the fermions in the two pieces are of the same flavour 
then we again have f copies of the f = 1 case. So the net result is that the entire 
contribution has a factor of f outside it. 
2.5 Ward Identity and Lattice Symmetries 
We now discuss the Ward identities and lattice symmetries and how they provide 
checks on the above calculations. In the continuum, it is well known that the 
Ward identity for the full photon propagator gives the following constraint on the 
vacuum polarisation 
14 
p1L(p) = 0. 
	 (2.61) 
On the grounds of Euclidean spacetime symmetry alone, the most general form 
Of ll,, a symmetric 2-tensor, would be 
ll , (p) = 8,,A(p2 ) + B(p2 )p14p. 	 (2.62) 
However, the Ward identity, eq. (2.61), constrains this relation to 
ll, = A(p2)(S,p2 - pp.). 	 (2.63) 
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We now extend these two well known results to the lattice. The 0(d) symme-
try of Euclidean spacetime is broken to the discrete symmetry of the d-dimensional 
hypercubic group on the lattice. The set of allowed tensors is larger, because the 
symmetry is smaller, and ll now has the following general form 
00 	
00 b 2i+i 2j+i IISLW = S w ajp + = 	JA 	V 
i=O 	i,j=O 
(2.64) 
with the as 's and b2 's functions of the allowed scalars p2,p4.....The lattice 
transcription of the Ward identity is, 
-iPi 	PJA e 	sin ll, 1,(p) = 0 1  
JA 
(2.65) 
as has been shown recently by Hands et al. [19] following Lüscher [50]. This 
does not determine a simple general form for the lattice ll but eq. (2.65) does 
provide relations between the coefficients in eq. (2.64). There are two ways that 
we can make use of this information Eqs. (2.64) and (2.65) may be used to check 
the tensor structure and ratios between the coefficients calculated in the previous 
section (Table 2.3). Alternatively, from the calculation of the diagonal part of 
alone, the requirement that the complete tensor must satisfy these relations may 
be used to construct the off-diagonal part. We illustrate this by considering the 
lowest order correction to the photon propagator in the large-mass expansion, 
the plaquetté fig.2.1. A calculation of the diagonal part alone would give the 
following tensor structure 
IT = A6S(p), 	 (2.66) 
where A contains the rn and 3 dependence, etc. Now, using the general form of 
the tensor structure, eq. (2.64), and the lattice Ward identity, eq.(2.65), we can 
see that 





which is, of course, in agreement with the result for llj) in the previous section. 
Extending this sort of reasoning to the 6-link diagrams, we find that diagram by 
diagram they are of the form 
11(6) - allj + bIIA 	 (2.68) 
JAM 
11A  




PV) 	 sin(sin2 	+ sin2 ), 	(2.69) 
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where ll j and ll, satisfy the Ward identity, eq.(2.65), by construction. This sort 
of reasoning could save time at higher orders by obviating the need to calculate 
the off-diagonal diagrams; having calculated the diagonal part of the vacuum 
polarisation, the constraints on its structure determine the part of it proportional 
to 8, 411, which is all that is required for Z3 . 
2.6 Higher Order RG Flow 
We now consider how the higher order result for Z3 affects the trajectories of 
constant renorinalised charge, and their agreement with those of constant mass 
ratio. The renormalised trajectories are plotted in figure 2.8. At fixed e, the 
renormalised mass is reduced (i.e. the cut-off is removed) by decreasing the bare 
mass, with hardly any increase required in e 2 . Recall that, from equations (2.33) 
and (2.39), the trajectories of constant mass ratio are lines of constant bare charge, 
which now are consistent .with those of constant eR in fig. 2.8 down to lower values 
of M. 
If we take our result for Z3 , eq.(2.60), at orderthen it satisfies the inequality 
Z3 < 1 for all m, which is known to be true on general grounds [3, 50]. However, 
the upper bound is no longer satisfied for small m by the expansion truncated at 
order and this allows us to say that it is certainly invalid when the bound is 
exceeded. Eq.(2.60) gives a value of Z3 < 1 provided 
1 	12 21 	Il m2 > 2m(e) = (2d - 1) - 2 exp[e ( - i-)] - 2(d - 2) exp[e2( - 




which therefore determines the region of invalidity of our expansion to include 
M < m(e). The violation of the bound is due to the fact that theterm is 
of opposite sign to theterm and leads one to speculate that the next order 
term might again change sign. We can test this hypothesis by looking at the 
weak-coupling result for Z3 , eq. (2.53), which may be expanded for m - oo to 
give 
e2 	d-1 6d2 -9d-1 
= 1 - —[1 - 
	




which confirms the above speculation for e -* 0. 
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bare mass 
Figure 2.8: Renormailsed trajectories of constant charge from the large-mass expansion 
with the line m o (e) shown. 
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The bound on Z3 implies that a renormalised trajectory for constant e (as 
plotted in fig 2.8) can never move to the left of its starting point, i.e. the running 
bare charge as MR  decreases can never be less than the starting bare charge at 
m = oo. However, in the spirit of the differential approach to the renormalisation 
group, it is likely that the bound applies to the running renormalised charge, so 
that the bare charge can never decrease along a trajectory. For this reason and 
the fact that decreasing bare charge is associated with bare mass values where 
the large-mass expansion appears to be breaking down, we take the region of 
invalidity to include the region below the line 
11 	
= 0, 	 (2.72) L"O (e) 
i.e. the turning point of the renormalised trajectories, which occurs at m(e) = 
3/2m? (e), a larger bare mass than is given by Z3 = 1. 
The assumption that the large-mass expansion truncated at order --L- is valid ins 
for m > m0 enables us to bound Z3 and hence eR at the strong-coupling fixed 
point. As in section 2.3 we assume that the critical point is at e 5, m = 0. 
To obtain an upper bound we observe that, because of the bound on Z3 , any 
renormalised trajectory which passes through e 2  at m> 0 cannot reach the critical 
point. We do not know the form of the trajectories for m < m0 , so an upper bound 
on e is provided by the trajectory which passes through (e, mo(e)). This gives 
e < 0.9990e 	 (2.73) 
which is not a quantitative advance on the bound deduced in [50]! For f J 1, 
using the values of ec in [40], we find that the bound is not significantly changed 
and decreases only slightly with increasing f. The upper bound we have obtained 
here at O() is higher than we deduced from a truncation of the expansion at 
O() in section 2.3 because of the over optimistic value for m0 chosen in that 
section on the basis of comparison between the weak-coupling and large-mass 
expansions. Even so in the weak-coupling regime the trajectories of constant 
charge from the large-mass expansion to O(-) agree with those from lattice 
weak-coupling perturbation theory down to a mass below m0, see fig.2.9. In 
order to show that QED is trivial we would need a bound that was sufficiently 
small that renormalised perturbation theory was valid in the vicinity of the critical 
point. Our bound is not yet useful, though in view of the oscillating nature of 
the series, one might expect a better bound at the next order in the expansion. 
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of renormalised trajectories (constant eR)  from large-mass ex-
pansion (solid lines) with lattice weak-coupling perturbation theory (dots), with mo(e) 
shown. 
3 
Mean Field Theory Applied to a Gauge Higgs 
Fermion Theory 
In this chapter we take a break from non-compact QED and discuss some work 
carried out in the broader context of the electroweak model. However we shall 
see that some of the issues raised are relevant to the study of lattice QED and 
the model we actually study is equivalent to massive compact QED. 
3.1 Physical Motivation 
It is well known that gauge theories, with or without [35, 61] fermions, confine in 
the strong coupling limit. For U(N) and SU(N) gauge groups this confinement 
is associated with the dynamical generation of mass, so there is a dimensionful 
scale associated with the phenomenon of confinement. In the pure gauge theory 
(i.e. without fermions) this leads to the existence of massive bound states of pure 
glue, called glueballs. In the case of a theory containing fermions then as well 
as the glueballs there will be massive composite fermions, made up of fermions 
and gluons. The masses of all of these particles will be of the same order as the 
confinement scale. For QCD, which has a chirally symmetric lagrangian, the fact 
that the composite fermions have a dynamical mass is equivalent to saying that 
the chiral symmetry is broken. (In the case of mass generation without chiral 
symmetry breaking QCD would have parity doublets which are not observed in 
nature). This symmetry breaking is required for QCD to explain such features 
of the hadron spectrum as the large ratio of m ,,/m,. Although confinement has 
been demonstrated at only strong coupling analytically, there is a widespread 
belief that this picture is qualitatively the same in the weak coupling limit, which 
is the regime of physical interest. The evidence for this is that, for QCD, monte 
carlo simulations show no evidence for a zero temperature phase transition as the 
coupling is decreased. So it looks as if in the strongly interacting sector of the 
standard model confinement, mass generation and chiral symmetry breaking all 
occur dynamically in some broadly understood way. 
In the electroweak sector of the standard model the gauge symmetry is sponta- 
53 
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neously broken by the addition of scalar fields which couple to both the fermion 
and gauge fields. This symmetry breaking gives the observed gauge quanta a 
mass, by the Higgs mechanism, which can be regarded as a measure of the scale 
of the symmetry breaking. Experimentally the weak scale is of order 100GeV, 
i.e. the mass scale of the W and Z bosons. The Yukawa coupling of the same 
scalars to the known fermions is meant to give the fermions a mass which is vari-
able over a large range theoretically but experimentally must be small relative to 
this scale, for example the mass of an electron is 0.5MeV which is more than five 
orders of magnitude smaller than the weak scale. This is all true at tree-level, 
and survives radiative corrections, but, as for QCD, a non-perturbative analysis 
could change this picture. For example if the theory confines in a similar manner 
to QCD, after the addition of the scalars, then the mass of the observed fermions 
might be expected to be not smaller than, but of the same order as, the masses 
of the gauge bosons. This is clearly not the case experimentally. For the consis-
tency of the minimal standard model it is therefore of considerable importance 
to investigate chiral symmetry breaking for a gauge-Higgs-fermion model. Since 
this is a non-perturbative phenomenon a suitable calculational scheme to use is 
the lattice regularisation. 
In recent years analytic investigations have been carried out by using the mean 
field approximation in the strong coupling limit [451. At the same time simulations 
have been done, using both quenched[46] and dynamical fermions [21]. One of 
the most encouraging features of these studies is the close agreement between the 
analytical and numerical studies. As well as indicating that the approximations 
used are not destroying the essential physics of the model another advantage of 
this agreement is that the analytic calculations help carry out the extrapolations 
needed to make sense of the simulations. The purpose of this study was to do the 
mean field theory calculations in a more systematic manner to see if this would 
improve the agreement. The relevant gauge group for the electroweak sector 
of the standard model is U(1) ® SU(2) however we choose U(1) on its own for 
simplicity. As we shall investigate the strong-coupling limit the gauge group is 
still confining on the lattice even though the gauge group is abelian. We will 
be studying an action containing this gauge field coupled to fermions and Higgs 
fields. For most of this chapter we take the gauge group to be compact so this 
model is equivalent to strongly coupled compact QED with Higgs fields. 
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3.2 Integration over Gauge and Higgs Fields 
In contrast to the rest of the thesis we work on a finite lattice of length L, to 
facilitate comparison with computer simulations which are necessarily carried out 
on finite lattices, although the limit L - oo may be taken. The lattice action is, 
S = SF+SH+SG+Sm 	. 	(3.1) 
with, 
1 	d 
SF = >i + ) + h.c.} 	(3.2) 
x 
d 
SH = —13h> 	[qt(x)U(x,,a)cb(x + /L) + h.c.] 	 (3.3) 
SG = - 	Tr[UUUt Ut ] 	 (34) 
pla quettea 
S. = m[(x)(x)] 	 (3.5) 
The total number of sites is n. The x(x) and (x) are single component, anti-
commuting, staggered fermion fields assigned to each site. As usual they are 
coupled compactly to gauge fields, however in this chapter we mainly consider 
compact gauge fields and we use the Wilson action. The other difference to the 
action of the previous chapter is that the gauge fields are coupled to Higgs fields. 
The lattice Higgs fields, q5(x) and q5t(x), are fixed length complex fields: this does 
not imply that the continuum fields are also of fixed length. The action is chirally 
symmetric when the fermion mass term m is taken to zero. The mass term is 
merely inserted as a source for the order parameter (ix) of chiral symmetry 
breaking. 
The partition function can be written as, 
Z(m) = / fl d(x)c1(x) exp[—Sm ].2 	 (3.6) 
where 2 is the effective partition function for the fermions once the gauge and 
Higgs fields have been integrated. over. Firstly we use gauge invariance to make a 
gauge transformation on each site and fix to unitary gauge, q$(x) = 1. The action 
no longer depends on the Higgs fields and the integration over them becomes 
trivial. The Riggs fields will still have an effect on the result because of SH which 
adds a term linear in the gauge fields, which would not otherwise be present. 
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The next step is to take the strong coupling limit, /3 = 0. (A strong coupling 
expansion has been carried out for the /3h = 0 limit [28] and in this case the results 
are not qualitatively changed.) Now that this limit has been taken there is no 
dependence on the choice of gauge field action. However we shall soon see that 
the choice of compact or non-compact fields does effect the limits of integration 
over the gauge fields. 
Now that the gauge fields no longer interact with themselves this makes the 
effective partition function 2 factor into a product of single link integrals, 2 = 
where 
-;(X, IL) = / dU(x, ) exp[—SF  +,8h 	>[U(x,) + Ut(x ,)]] 	(3.7) 
x 
We consider the cases that the gauge fields are compact and non-compact in turn. 
3.2.1 Compact 
In this case the gauge fields U(x,t) transform in the adjoint representation of 
the gauge group. The integrals over the gauge fields must give a result that 
is a gauge invariant object and this makes it simple to do them for any gauge 
group. The result is an effective action for the fermions containing higher than 
quadratic interactions between them. In fact due to the anticommuting nature of 
the fermion fields for the gauge group U(N) or SU(N) and f flavours of staggered 
fermions the highest interaction will contain 4f N fields. We are considering the 
gauge group U(1) and use only one flavour of staggered fermions so we expect to 
get no higher than 4-fermi interactions. 




d9,(x) exp[—((x)c(x)x(x +  
(x + i)a(x + 	 + 213h cos 9,,(x)] 	(3.8) 
The integrand is an exponential of Grassmann variables and can be expanded 
out exactly because x2 = 0, for any Grassmann variable. The integral over 
O(x) can then be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions. Then on 
re-exponentiating the result one arrives at [45], 





(1 -7.2 )X(z)x(x)(x + ii)x(x + a) - 
1 
+ ,a) - (x + IL)x(x)] 	(3.9) 
The dependence on the Higgs coupling enters through r = I1(213h)/Io(2/3h). 
3..2 Non-compact 
Taking the variables to be non-compact changes the bounds of the one-link in-
tegral over 8 (3.8) from [0, 27r] to [—oo, oo]. If, as above, we work at fig = 0 
the effect of this is to get an infinite number of copies of the compact action. 
One could then try to proceed by absorbing all but one of these copies into the 
normalisation i.e. one is left with the compact theory; hence the contention that 
at strong-coupling there is no difference between the compact and non-compact 
actions. If one then tries do a strong coupling expansion around this theory one 
then has to deal with integrals of the form 
• - 
/ 	dO O"e ° , p E {0,1,...} 	 (3.10) 
J - Co 
which are not well-defined. Even if one could find some way of defining these 
integrals one would be left with a confining theory because the effective action 
would be similar to that in the compact case (3.9) and contain only gauge invariant 
states. In the limit that /3h = 0 this theory is the non-compact QED considered 
in chap. 2 in the limit of infinite bare charge. The fact that it appears to confine 
shows that the line e = oo is probably not analytically connected to the rest 
of the phase diagram in (e, m) space and for this reason one cannot attempt to 
extrapolate a strong-coupling expansion to intermediate couplings because one 
would be expanding around the wrong vacuum. We now return to the compact 
theory. 
3.3 Integration over Fermions 
Having derived an exact effective action (3.9) for the fermions we now can use it 
to calculate the condensate. The 4-fermi term must be treated approximately and 
we choose to use mean field theory. The mean field approximation is well known 
in statistical mechanics and involves the replacement of fluctuating quantities by 
their expectation values. Although at first sight crude the approximation has the 
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advantage of being self-consistent and can lead to quite accurate results. Also, 
as we shall see in the next paragraph, it can be systematically improved on. In 
this model the mean field approximation was first used by Lee and Shrock in [45] 
where they made the replacement 
7(x)X(x)7(x + ii)x(x + /L) = 2d() Ex. 	(3.11) 
The action for the fermions is now quadratic and can be treated exactly. A limi-
tation of this approach to mean field theory is that it only works if the transition 
is second order because it does not give the effective potential which is required 
to distinguish second from first order transitions. It also gives an expectation 
value [45] for the Higgs field which is inconsistent, whereas a consistent [54] an-
swer can be obtained from the mean field partition function, which is derived 
below, equations (3.15), (3.19) and (3.20). We now develop a more systematic 
approach which gives the effective potential directly and thus allows one to pick 
the physical vacuum and confirm that the transition really is second order. 
Here we follow the approach of ref. [32] and integrate out the fermions exactly 
by introducing an auxiliary field and then do the functional integral over this 
field by the loop expansion. The loop expansion is natural mathematical way of 
approximating the path integral. It can often be justified physically in different 
ways depending on the context in which it is made. Here we shall see that it 
correspond to an expansion in 1 , where d is the number of dimensions. At lowest 
order it will reproduce and extend the results of [45], this is not surprising as one 
would expect mean field theory to be exact in the limit of infinite dimensionality, 
where the coordination number becomes macroscopic. 






V(x, y) = 	E[+ + 	 (3.13) 2d p=1 
we can linearise the M dependence of the effective action by introducing an 
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auxiliary field A. This is achieved by the following identity, 
exp[(1 - r2)>2M(x)V(x,y)M(y)] = 
—1 
/ fl d..\(x) exP[2(1 - r2) >[)(x)V1(x, y )X( y)] - 	[..\(x)M(x)]], (3.14) 
which is the usual expression for a Gaussian integral over a bosonic field, with the 
determinant absorbed into the normalisation. The integral in this expression only 
converges if V is positive definite which is certainly not the case, from eq.( 3.27) 
we see that its eigenvalues range from +1 to —1. However following [2] we can 
regard this step as a formal way of deriving the mean field perturbation expansion. 
If we now shift variables, ). —p A - 29 then the fermions can be integrated out 
exactly to give, 
Z = f J1 dA (x) exp 	 (3.15) 
2(1 - r2' 	
[(x) - 2i)V'(x,y))i(y) - 2i)] - trin[D}} (3.16) 
) 
where, 
D(x,y) = 	 - 	 - Sx,y_M)] 	 (3.17) 
(If the calculation had been done for U(N) with N > 1 or for more than one 
flavour of staggered fermions then higher than quadratic terms in M would have 
been present. Their M dependence may be removed by representing them as 
functional derivatives with respect to lambda.) So far we have shown that the 
effect of adding scalar fields to QED is to induce a 4-fermi coupling; as an aside 
we note that the simulations of 4-fermi models [4] are carried out by introducing 
auxiliary scalar fields and applying the above arguments in reverse. 
3.4 Loop Expansion in the Auxiliary Field. 
The functional integral over the auxiliary field can now be done approximately 
by the loop expansion [2] which is extension of the method of steepest descents 
from integrals of single variables to functional integrals. Having got the partition 
function at some order in the loop expansion we can the define the effective 
potential for the mean field as W = '  ln[Z].  Ld 
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3.4.1 Lowest Order 
The leading order term in the loop expansion is given by finding the minimum 
of the action with respect to variations in A(x). Since the source term for A(x), 
namely m in m(x)(x), is translationally invariant then we can take A(x) = 
independent of z. Setting the differential of the effective action with respect to A 
equal to zero gives an implicit equation for A, the mean-field, 
- 27i = (1 - r2) / dp ln[A 2 + r 2 S2(p)] 	 (3.18) 
where S2(p) = 	sin' !• (Throughout this chapter f dp is used as a shorthand 
for either the sum EP, with Pt  running over odd integers from —(L-1) to (L-1) 
on a finite lattice or the equivalent integral over the d-dimensional first Brillouin 
zone on an infinite lattice.) 
If m = 0 then for r less than a critical value, r, this equation has two solutions, 
corresponding to a broken and a symmetric phase; if m 0 then the chiral 
symmetry is broken explicitly and A is therefore always non-zero. To find the 
true minimum we need to look at the effective potential itself. At lowest order 
we have 
(A0 - 2i) 2 
WLO = + 
2(1 - r2) 
	 (3.19) 
For the case when m = 0 the trace in the lowest order term (3.19) may be further 
simplified to give 
tr1n[D],() 0 = / dpin{1 + 2r2S2(p)} 	 (3.20) 
Expanding the effective action, (3.19) and (3.20), for small A 0 we see that a non-
zero value of ) 0 will always minimise the potential so that when the broken phase 
exists it is the true vacuum. Plotting the effective potential against A for various 
values of r, fig.3.1, shows that as r approaches rc from below the minimum at 
non-zero A merges into the one at A = 0. This is a clear indication of a second 
order transition. 
If, using dimensional analysis, we rescale the lattice momenta to physical 
momenta and then take the formal continuum limit, a -* 0, of (3.20) it reproduces 
the Coleman and Weinberg [8] effective potential for 4 theory, which was derived 
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Effective potential 
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Mean Field 
Figure 3.1: Mean field effective potential plotted vs. A for various values of r, around 
transition, on 84  lattice. 
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The fact that this happens at zero loops in the auxiliary field is not surprising 
as the original scalars were integrated over exactly. In fact from the definition of 
r as a power series in 3h we see that any power of r implies the contribution of 
diagrams containing an arbitrary number of the original scalars. 
The next step is to relate the mean-field A,, to the chiral condensate (ix). 
Differentiating the partition function with respect to m gives 
A O  - 2i = (1 - r 2 )\/(X) 	 (3.21) 
This enables us to get a consistency equation for (ix) itself. 
(ix) = Gfdp[G2 + r2 S2 (p)]_1 	 (3.22) 
where G = (1 - r2)() + m. This result agrees with the previous result[45]. 
If the mass is set equal to zero chiral symmetry is broken for sufficiently small r 
and restored above r = 0.553465 (on an infinite lattice). Numerical simulations 
necessarily work with non-zero mass on a finite lattice. This equation predicts 
how (ix) scales with both the mass and the lattice size and may therefore be 
used to extrapolate[21] the results of simulations to the physical limit. Figure 3.2 
shows the solutions of (3.22) on an 8 4  lattice at different values of the mass. 
At m =. 0 there are two phases which are distinguished by an order parameter, 
the condensate, which varies continuously between them as is characteristic of a 
second order transition. With m 54 0 the condensate is considerably higher in the 
"broken" phase, and approaches a constant value in the symmetric phase. 
It is well known that a finite system cannot exhibit spontaneous symmetry 
breaking. This might make one reluctant to apply (3.22) to a finite lattice, how -
ever as long as it is applied at sufficiently large non-vanishing mass the symmetry 
is explicitly broken and the procedure is consistent. 
The critical exponents may be extracted from eq. (3.22) by expanding in the 
critical region (i.e. ('x) r2 - r 2  and m all small). The scaling equation is 
M 	(1—r 2 ) 2 	r2 —r 2 _____ - B 	+ C 	2' 	 (3.23) A(....)3 r2 (ix) 
where A, B and C are r independent constants. This equation has Landau 
exponents viz. 3 = 1 and S = 3. The r dependence of the term multiplied by B 
explains why 0 was difficult to measure from numerical solution of eq. (3.22) in 
[21]. 
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Higgs coupling 
Chiral condensate 
Figure 3.2: Chiral condensate (ix) against the Higgs coupling 2/3h  at various mass 
values on an 84  lattice. Circles represent the mean-field result and squares the one-loop 
result. 
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3.4.2 Corrections to the Lowest Order 
Fluctuations around the mean-field may be included by using Laplace's method 
on the integral involved in the partition function. The first correction comes from 
the second derivative of the action 
d2 S 
= Pet (d)dM))J 	 (3.24) 
1 	1 
= exp—tr{1n[ 	V 1 (x,y) + D_ 1 ( x , y )D_ 1 (y , x )]} (3.25) 1 
r2 
= exp—tr{ln[1 +(1 — r2 )V(,y)D'(x,y)D'(y,x)]} 
+ const.. 	 (3.26) 
Introducing the fourier transforms 
V(k) = !Ecos1v 	 (3.27) 
d 
= /j.\s(p+q) —ir 	sin qS(p+q+ir,) 
D -1 (p, q) 	
+ r2 E. sin 2 q, 	
(3.28) 
we can then expand the logarithm as a power series in 1 . Odd terms vanish and 
it is easy to see that successive non-vanishing (even) terms are down by powers of 
1 . This gives the lowest order correctIon to the free energy per degree of freedom 
(i.e. the effective potential). 
	
WL—1 = (1— r2)2 f dp4C2 + 3r2 d)t 2 Ti (p) + r4T2(p) 	(3.29) 
— 16 	 [A 2 4+r2S(p)]4 
where, 
2 7 PM C2 (p) = 	cos -- 
Ti(p) = sin 2!C2(p) 
d 
T2 (P) = 	sin L_Cos -i- 	 (3.30) 
L= 1 
The result agrees with previous calculation done for the limit r = 0[32]. How-
ever it will be noted that this term is infra-red divergent in 4 dimensions. This 
is because in expanding the logarithm in trin(1 + VD -'D-1 ) the region of con-
vergence of the expansion of the logarithm does not include the entire region of 
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integration. In the critical region, when G is small, and r is non-zero 
Py 
for small p. Thus the expansion generates successively more infra-red divergent 
terms. The only way to avoid this is by not expanding the one-loop term and 
evaluating the logarithm exactly before integrating. Unfortunately this has not 
proved possible. The one-loop effective potential is shown in fig. 3.3, by compar-
ing this with fig. 3.1 it can be seen that the value of \ at a given value of r is 
lowered relative to the mean field result. 
The correction (3.29) is the leading term in the expansion of the one loop 
correction. We now explain why the loop expansion is itself an expansion in 
As stated above the propagator arising from eq. 3.16 can be expanded in this 
dl 
expansion in fact starts at . The vertices, which arise from the trin D term, 
depend on d through 	so the L-contribution starts at most at order 
3.5 Conclusions 
3.5.1 Comparison with Simulations 
The lowest order mean-field theory compares favourably with the results of the 
simulations. However the mean-field curve must be translated by about 0.2 in 
13h to fit the results as closely as possible [21]. The direction of the shift is such 
that (ix) is consistently higher than in the mean field theory calculation. In fact 
the results presented in Horowitz's paper show that the shift decreases with an 
increase in either the lattice size or the bare mass. The close agreement of the 
simulation data with mean field theory implies that the chiral symmetry breaking 
transition is of second order and that it has mean-field exponents. We had hoped 
that the correction would reproduce some, or all, of this shift. However as it has 
not proved possible to evaluate the correction analytically, due to the infra-red 
divergences when it is expanded, it has not been possible to see this. As can 
be seen from fig. 3.2 the result of expanding the correction to lowest order gives 
a value of the condensate that is lower than the lowest order result, a shift in 
the wrong direction. The bulk of the shift has been accounted for in another 
study [20] which attempts to improve the mean field theory not by including 
fluctuations but by including the nearest neighbour interactions more completely. 
In our procedure for linearising the 4-fermi interaction (3.14) we have an auxiliary 










Figure 3.3: One-loop effective potential plotted vs. .A for various values of r, around 
transition, on 8 lattice. 
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accounted for by deriving a type of mean-field theory directly from the Schwinger-
Dyson equations for the theory. So the indications are that that the agreement 
with mean-field theory is even better than this study indicates. 
3.5.2 Physical Consequences 
Given the reasonable agreement between mean field theory and the simulations 
one can say that a U(1) Higgs model has two phases, distinguished by chiral order. 
The fact that the addition of Higgs fields can cause chiral symmetry restoration 
(for r > r) indicates that one can have a standard model with light fermions. To 
look at this properly one must of course look at an SU(2) gauge-Higgs model and 
see whether the phase with unbroken chiral symmetry still exists. This has been 
studied using both mean field theory [47] and monte carlo methods [22, 44] and 
the picture is qualitatively the same as for U(1). We now turn back to the U(1) 
Higgs model that we have actually studied and, in the spirit of our investigation 
of QED, ask whether it is trivial. To answer this question we need to understand 
the connection between mean field theory and triviality. 
3.5.3 Triviality and the Renormalisation Group 
In general one can find a self-consistent solution to a cut-off field theory by us-
ing the mean field approximation and the result for the scaling relations will be 
Landau exponents [42]. This approximation would be exact if each site had an 
infinite number of nearest neighbours and one is therefore lead to improve it by 
trying to find a systematic expansion in 1 . The loop expansion provides a way 
of doing this by self-consistently taking into account quadratic and successively 
higher order fluctuations. As long as they are finite these corrections can not 
modify the critical behaviour (the exponents), because they fail to take into ac-
count long-range correlations, but they can change the amplitudes in the scaling 
relations. In a cut-off theory the corrections will necessarily be ultraviolet finite, 
however they can be infrared divergent; this is found to depend on the dimen-
sionality. Above the upper critical dimension d the corrections are finite, below 
d they diverge and mean field theory breaks down. Using arguments similar to 
those used in proving perturbative renormalisability[9] one can show that d = 2 
for a gauge-Higgs system coupled to fermions at 8 g = 0. As has already been 
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noted the infrared divergences found above are due to expanding the correction, 
the full correction should be finite. 
Since the theory that we are considering is above its upper critical dimension 
and since we have verified the agreement with mean field theory by numerical sim-
ulation it is tempting to conclude that it has a non-interacting continuum limit. 
However the agreement with mean field theory alone is not enough to prove triv-
iality. One possible objection is that the above arguments, for the upper critical 
dimension, are based on naive engineering dimensions of fields whereas the Mi-
ransky picture (see 1.4.1) suggests fields may acquire large anomalous dimensions 
in the presence of chiral symmetry breaking. Trying to show that the gauge-Higgs 
model or QED is trivial is analogous to the case of ç  theory in 4 dimensions. 
Here mean field theory on its own is not sufficient and one must use a combination 
of techniques to explore the phase diagram for non-trivial fixed points [62] and 
then investigate the renormalisation group flow [49]. So to establish the triviality 
of this model requires a more extensive study involving for example measuring 
the renormalised charge near the critical point using numerical simulations as is 
being done, for similar reasons, in QED. 
Résumé 
4.1 The Story so Far 
We have established that, notwithstanding its great successes when compared to 
experiment, perturbative QED is incomplete. The fact that the 3-function is 
positive for small charge implies that the renormalised charge increases without 
limit at higher energy scales and therefore that the perturbative solution of QED, 
and perhaps the theory itself must then break down. We have reviewed the 
evidence for a fixed point at strong coupling, associated with chiral symmetry 
breaking, and concluded that it certainly exists. We went on to solve QED by an 
expansion at large-mass which allowed us to calculate physical quantities at all 
values of the bare charge. This expansion was used to construct renormalisation 
group flows, which indicated that QED is consistent down to masses of order 
unity, for all values of the bare charge. These flows also allowed us to bound the 
renormalised charge at the strong-coupling fixed point. This bound was not small 
enough to justify the application of renormalised perturbation theory at this fixed-
point but is systematically improvable in contrast to the previously established 
bound [50]. We also looked at QED coupled to scalar fields in the mean field 
approximation. In this case we found that the model was well described by mean 
field theory and attempted to improve that description. 
4.2 Further Work on the Large Mass Expansion 
We have already seen that it is likely that the large-mass expansion for Z3 is an 
alternating series by looking at the next order in the the large-mass expansion 
for Z3 at e = 0, calculated by expanding the result of LWCPT (section 2.2). We 
can use the weak coupling result to provide an estimate of how large an effect 
we might expect from going to higher orders. By using the criteria that the 
truncated series can be trusted up to the point when its last two terms are equal 
in magnitude we find that this measure of the radius of convergence increases by 
10% in going from the -I- term to the term. Of course we would hope to be 
able to use the series down to a lower mass than this because at this mass the last 
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two terms would cancel, being of opposite sign, and all of our hard work would 
be wasted. 
We now consider how much work higher order calculations are likely to re-
quire. The number of links in a diagram increases linearly with the order. Their 
evaluation is simplified by the facts that the external photon lines must couple 
to the same loop (otherwise the net contribution vanishes) and that disconnected 
diagrams only give excluded volume contributions. Therefore most of the work 
comes from connected,i.e single-loop, diagrams. If one desired to go several more 
orders it should prove possible to automate the enumeration of diagrams and the 
evaluation of their weights, as has been done for strong-coupling expansions. An-
other simplification is that the use of the lattice Ward identity would allow one 
to evaluate just the diagonal part of the vacuum polarisation in order to calculate 
the photon wavefunction renormalisation constant. With such a computation one 
would be able to improve the bound on Z3 at the strong-coupling fixed point. 
4.3 Unanswered Questions 
There are still a number of unanswered questions in the field of lattice QED: 
What is the correct lattice action ? 
As we have already seen there are a number of lattice actions which may lie 
in the same universality class as continuum QED. It is clearly important to 
establish which, if any, of these actions describe nature best. This question 
is difficult to answer because, if there is an interacting continuum limit 
at the strong-coupling fixed point, then the physics on the scale of the 
lattice spacing is non-perturbative and we cannot be sure that the formal 
continuum limit of whatever lattice action we choose is qualitatively the 
same as the real continuum limit. 
What happens at small bare mass in the strong-coupling phase 7 
The presently accepted picture [17, 55] has the trajectories of constant renor-
malised charge ending at a finite bare chargeon the m = 0 line when e> e. 
The flow that these authors see is supported by the results presented in 
chapter 2 for large masses. Now when m = 0 and e > e chiral symmetry is 
dynamically broken and one expects an associated massless Goldstone bo- 
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son. Thus one would expect an almost massless particle at every point on 
the trajectory, whereas perturbation theory would tell us that any bound 
state masses should be of order 2mR. The DESY group avoid this contra-
diction by saying that QED is non-renormalisable in this phase, this clearly 
needs further investigation. 
Do any trajectories flow into the fixed point? 
Even if QED is not renormalisable for e > e it may be renormalisable, with 
an interacting continuum limit, at the critical point itself. This question will 
be very difficult to answer and is likely to require new techniques. However, 
by using the large-mass expansion, one might be able to get a sufficiently 
small bound on the renormalised charge at the fixed point to rule out an 
interacting continuum limit. 
Although much progress has been made on the question of the triviality of 
QED in the past few years, it is clear that a lot of work remains to be done. It is 
an important topic of research for theoretical physicists because as the first, and 
best tested, field theory we must do all we can to explore its subtleties. 
Appendix A 
Feynman Rules for LWCPT 
In this section we list the Feynman rules used in section 2 for lattice weak coupling 
perturbation theory (LWCPT) in non-compact QED using staggered fermions. 
First we explain our conventions: all momenta are incoming on propagators and 
outgoing on vertices; p is the momentum of the anti-fermion, q is the fermion 
momentum and ki are the photon momenta. 
• Photon Propagator: 
- 	 61.  —k —p 	- k 	 A t. (k(A.1) 
- 4,6S(k) 
1/ 	 d 
S(k) = 	sin2 - 	(A.2) 
JA= 1 
• Fermion propagator: 
4__q 
	
mS(p+q)—i 	sin q,S(p+q+ir) 
(A.3) S(p,q) = 
	 z(q) 
z(q) = m2 + 	sin  q 	 (A.4) 
• Fermion-anti-fermion-n-photon vertices( "seagull vertices"): 
:; 
\../)kn 
q , k) = - (
jg)fl 	





where k' = E! 2=1 k. 
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• Symmetry factors: As in continuum QED there are no symmetry factors 
associated with fermion loops. However because of the presence of vertices 
coupling more than one photon there are symmetry factors when an internal 
photon line begins and ends at the same vertex, e.g. see figureA.1 
Figure A.1: Example of symmetry factors. 
5=1 
	 s = 
The delta functions, like all other functions appearing in these rules are periodic 
on the first Brillouin zone. 7r  arises from the fourier transform of the staggered 




= 	 (A.6) 
0 otherwise 
Appendix B 
The Photon Integral 
Here we evaluate the integral encountered in the large-mass expansion of the 
fermion propagator. The integral in the text (2.31) can easily be re-expressed as 
fp
1 - cosnp1., 	2e(+1) - ne2 1 - 2e1 + n 
 (1 - cosp)S(p) = Jp (1 - eiPI)2S(p) 
. (B.1) 
This can be seen by either rearranging and discarding odd terms, or by using 
translational invariance and summing (2.30) as an arithmetico-geometric pro-
gression to get (B.1) directly. This step considerably simplifies the integral by 
avoiding the need to evaluate the residue of the nth order pole on the left hand 
side of (B.1). To extract the large n-dependence, which will give the correlation 
length, it suffices to integrate analytically in the IL direction. (The rest of the 
integration will give a constant factor which can be evaluated numerically.) The 
integral can now be evaluated as a contour integral as follows. 
f rc1d_lp fC 2z+l_mz2_2z+m (B.2)  x 4in (2 7r)' 	(z - a)(z - b)(1 - z 2 )' 
where we have made the substitution z = €" and the contour is one revolution of 
the unit circle in the complex z plane. a and b(:5 a) are the roots of the quadratic 
equation 
	
- 2(1 + 2 $)z + 1 = 0. 	 (B.3) 
It is easy to show that if b < 1 the only pole occurs when z = b. Then, 
f
2z' —nz 2 —2z +n 	.2bH 	i2 - 2b+n dz 	 = 2ii- z 	 (B.4) 
 (z—a)(z--b)(1—z 2 ) (b—a)(1—b 2 ) 
To determine the correlation length we only need the large-n limit of this result, 
which gives 
liml -p 4flI d'
1p 	b 
= nJd, 	 (B.5) 
fl-400 	 T r (27r)d  (1 - b) 2 
and J4 = 1.01092(8). (NB the region of integration in (B.5) includes the point 
b = 1 which apparently leads to a divergence. However, b = 1 corresponds to 
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p1. = 0 V ii 54 ji i.e. an infra-red divergence. Looking back at (B.2) we see that 
this divergence is suppressed by the measure as long as d> 2.) 
By using the same contour we can show that 
f 1 	 b p S(P) - T, (21r)d (1 - b)2 = Jd. (B.6) 
This is sufficient to show that the renormalised mass derived in the large-mass 
expansion (2.33) and in LWCPT (2.55) agree in the appropriate limits. 
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